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, ·L  EXPLANATORYMEMORANDUM 
1.  . INTRO.DUCTI.ON  -. 
The  Altener  programme was established .by  Coundr  Decision  93/500$EC and: {?egan 
·  . . officially on· 1 1  anuary 1993, Aitener Will expire on 31 December 1997  ~ .An interim· report 
. on the results achieved .under the programme so far has been carried out at the end of  the 
third year. 
'  .  .  '  .  ' 
The Commission  consider~ that a  continuation of  the Altener. prognirrime is necessary._ It 
.. makes an essential contribution tQ an 41-creased use of-environmentally friendly renewable' 
energies and is a major-part of  the Co~unity's  str~tegy to reduce C02 emissions.  This is · 
in confo~ty  With Articles 130r and 13Qs_ofthe Treaty.  ·  _.  .  .  . 
The  increased· use  o'f renewable  energies ·also· makes .an  invaluable  contribution to: the. 
attainment of  the Community's energy policy  objectives, .  This is  clearly -deniopstrated iri 
·the ·conuriission's  Communication' "Energy  for· the  Future:  Renewable  Energy;· Green.· 
. Paper for _a  Co~unity Strategy"  (COM(96)  576 of 20 November· 1996,  which  shows 
·that renewable energy sources are currently unevenly and insufficiently exploited to play  .. 
·  th~ir  pro.per  ro_le.  in  reaching  community  en~rgy policy  .objectives.  In addition,  the  · 
promotion ofrenewable energy sources is_one ofthe pillars on whichth~  White Paper·on 
the Community's future .energy. policy, which has been presented by· the Commission and·· 
di~cussed by both the European Parliament and the Council, has been based.· 
The:C6mmissio~'s  ~ie.Paper  on Growth, Competitiveness-and Employment.recogni.zed . 
. that. clean  energy  technologies  are  a  key  to  future  economic .  prosperity  and  that the 
current taxation system does not lead to an optimum resource atioc.ation;. If  is  generally . 
agreed. that renewable. energies will· be the cornerstone of a future policy of  sustainable 
·development and will make a substantial :contribution· to· improv.~.ng emplo)rment. and the . 
social conditions of  those citizens of.  the Community who live in .remote  or peripheral 
areaS.  Iricreased .  use  of rellewable  energies  will  thus . contribute . to -social  cohesion 
Within the  CommUnity,  promote  the  valorization  of local  energies  and  accelerate  the 
penetration .  of neW  en'ergy  technologies . (  m~y of which  have  been  deveioped  with~  . 
·.  Community funding) into the· nurrketplace. · 
In' the  light  of the  consideration  mentioned  above, ..  ~he Corrimission  is proposing  a 
contip.uation  and  strengthening  of the  Altener  program,nie  embodying .many  of  'the  .. 
recommendations made by a  team of  fudependent experts aS well as tlie experience gained 
by  the  Commission  in  the  operatioll" of  the  Altener .  programme  and  other  energy 
actions.At this critical Stage for the penetration of-Renewable Energy Sources into our· 
energy ~  new. actionS  have  been  proposed  aiming  to  overcome  the  non.:.technical 
obstacles faced by RES. 
It  should  be  noted  that  following  a  request  by  Member  States,  the  Commission  is 
presently  reviewing  ali• the .  financial  instruments  available .  to. implement  a, Community 
energy policy  .. ShoUld these considerations lead to the adoption by the Council at smne 
··.future  date  of a  more  global  approach . to •, energy·  actions, . those. undertaken  .. under 
.  Altener II will obviously be inte~ated in this new approach.  ·  ,  .. 
4 
..  I. Altener. II is  schedu_led  to begin on the  1 January 1998 and,· unless it is  along the way 
incorporated into a _more globat framework, will run aS proposed .until 31 December 2002. _ 
,  The Altener II programme will consist of  the following elements: 
'  -
A. - EXTENSION OF AL  TENER I ACTIONS 
studies· and standardization actions (including voluntary ~greements) in the  . 
area of  renewable energy equipment~ 
pilot- actions  to remove· institutional_ -~d- admitristrative  .. bottlenecks  and 
· · strengthen· infrastructures  for  the  promotion  of renewable  energies · in 
Member States; 
improved  information  flow · to  professionals  and  potential  investors  m 
renewable energy projects, to be carried out by  _appropri~te  networks. 
B.  NEW ACTIONS TO PROMOTE PENETRATIONOF RES 
initiatives aimeq. at. mobilizing private capital tb accelerate investments 
. ' in renewable energy 'projects; .  .. 
C.  ·NEW  ACTIONS  ON- THE- IMPLEMENTATiON;  FOLLOW-uP  AND 
_ MONITORING  OF THE COMMUNITY RES STRATEGY 
monitoring of progress made .in ·rene~able energy pep.etration at national 
and Community level. and evaluation ori the impact of the various actions  -_ 
_  .-undertaken  under -the  RES  Strategy. to  b~e  decided  and· under  this  -
·  programme. 
Renewable Energy Sources, in this proposal, refer to: 
biomass, inCluding energy crops, fire wood, residue~ from forestry arid agriculture, 
municipal waste1, liquid biofuels and biogas; . 
large and small  sc~e  (  < 1  oMw) hydro-power; 
Wind  e~ergy; 
solar thermal and solar photovoltaics; 
geothermal energy;  -
.;  tidal, wave and-other ocean energies. 
When d~g  with waste. account must be  taken of the Communicatiort froin  the Commission  . 
on the  review  of the  Community  Strategy  foJ;". Waste  MaOagement.  COM(96) 399  final _of 
30 July 1996, ,under which the reduction of waste at source and material recovery through recyling 
shalf be  given' priority,  where  environmentally  sound,  over  .the- incineration  of waste  with 
'  . 
.  energy recovery. 
5 ....  / 
Renewable energy's contribution to the primary energy needs of  the European Community· · 
is presently just below 6%;and amounts to about 7q Mtoe/year. Biomass counts for _about 
60% and hydro-power for 36%.  \  · 
,.  •  •  E  • 
.  .  .  . 
Unqer Altener I  aquantitative target for· the  developm~nt of renewable energy sources 
l;tadbeen :set  at  8% .for the  Community  of 12  and  the  year  2005~ For-the  enlarged 
Community of 15, _this  target has to be revised, In 'its  Co~unicati_on  ori a Gfeen Paper 
_  for a  Community RES Strategi the Corrimission suggests to set a new objective for the 
.  year 2010, which could. be the -doubling_ of the contribution made by renewables to the 
energy mix.· If  afte_r J1 wide consultation \\fith interested parties on tQ.e  Green Paper, such  · 
an  objective ·is adopted  and  would  be  achieved,  renewables · would  contribute . some 
) 90 Mtoe  t~ a· total estimated .  primary energy ·demand  of· ·1570  Mtqe.  The additionai 
contribution from renewables of 120 Mtoe would reduce C02 emissions. in the year 20 10 .. 
by330Mt.  ..  .  .  . 
· The purpose  ~of  the ·AJ.tener n programme is to make a  meaningtul  ~o:ntiibution to· the · 
achievemen~ of  the Community objective for. a sigrrificant -increaSe iil.  renewables. ·  Altener 
· · should: therefore be considered as an Integral part of  the forthcoming community strategy 
. on_:renewable energy.' Its actions, are' specifically designed to address· the ov.ercoming of 
barriers  to  accelerating~ the  penetration . of renewable  ciJlergies  specifically ·within · the 
·Member States .of  the CommunitY and does not ·cover actions in third cotin:tries; However, · 
·following a decision. of  the European Cpu1;1cil,  Altener n Will be.open to cooperation with 
.  the CEEC countries _W,ho are iri the pre-accession phase. The programni.e will·  also be open 
to cooperat!on with Cyprus.  ·  ·,  ·  '  · 
.  . 
The:  proposed  programme  has · been  developed  to . be . comphrmentary  to  other 
· Coninluruty programmes ·and. in  particular  to -the  actions  of the  renewable.  energy 
technological programme of  the Commtinity (JOULEITHERMIE).It.is not theaim of  the· 
Altener.·rr programme' to -finafice  any research actiVities or techriological· demonstration· 
proj~s. Its· focus ·is the promo?on of RES so that they can significairtly penetrate· the·· 
European energy' market The Gr~ri  Paper  for a Corrim\mity strategy on  renew~bl~ eq.ergy · 
sources  identified  a  range  ofobstacles, · including  barriers  .. arising · from.  market 
. imperfections and a strengthened Altener ll  programme is required if  these ~ket  .barriers 
:_are to· be overcome.  ·  ·  ·  ~- · 
Attener ·II  'also forms an· essential element of  the· Commuriity's strategy for the promotion 
of Renewable ·Energy Sources and will  hopefully  make  an important· contribution .·to 
achieving the Community's Rims underthis strategy.  - ·  · r  .  >  · 
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·Communication from. the  Commission:  Energy for  the·· Future: •  Renewable  SoUrces  of Energy.-·.· 
Green Paper for a  ·Coinmunity Strategy ,. COM(96) 576 .finalof20 NoVember 1996.  .  . 
6 2.  .THE.  - NEED·  ~FOR- A  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  RENEWABLE 
ENERGYPROGRAMME  · 
Increasing' the penetration ~~-use of  renewables  ·presents a nurnbet of  ad~antages for the -
enVironment,  for the  energy  sector  and -the  economy · as  a  whole. ·The  Cpmmission 
Cottnnunication oil a  Green Paper for a Community RES strategy includes an overView as 
'  .  .  '  '  .  '  '  . 
to  how  development  of  r~qewables  will  contribute_  to :  achieving  the  Community's 
objectives·  as·· defined . in  the  Treaty  and  -in  derived  policies.  It  is  however 
worth highlighting·  here .:the  poli~y ·  justifj,~ations  underpinning  this_  proposal  for  an · 
Altener IT programme, a5 outlined ill the Green Paper~ . -
2.1 
.  '  . 
The Cqmmunity C02 reduction strategy developed by the ·comriussion in 1992 highlighted_ 
the . role _·of  renewable  energy_  as  a ' tnajor  contributor  to  the  achievement  of the' 
Community's objective to reduce C02 ·emissions to the 1990 level  by the year 2000. The 
Altener programme was therefore established ~-a  _principle element of  that strategy.· TJt_is  · 
_situation  has:  been  reinforced  .by  the  conclusions  of the  Environment Council of 
15i)6 December 1994 which-states 'The <:;ouncil underlines once more thai the target of 
stabilizing C02 erriissions can only be achieved by a coordinated·  package of  measureS· to · 
. improve energy efficifmCY and the rational use of  energy which are based on ·supply and 
demand at all levels of  energy prod~ction, co~version, transport and consumption and tp 
exploit renewable'energies3:  ·  ·  · 
This does not mean that increased use of  r~newable energies should be seen ~  a· panacea 
for our· environmental ·problems but it is widely  recognized. that unless renewables are 
actively-promoted the EC is not going to attain its objective. This ,will inevitabty·mean that  · 
Member States  will  have  to  suppleme~t  their  efforts  to·  ·create  favounwle  _market 
conditions for reneWable energies and that the EC will luive a role to play in coordinating 
and  optimising  th,e _Member.  States'  efforts. · Most iniportantly,  developments  in ·recent 
years have highlighted the envirorimental. problems directly linked to the use of  fossil fuels, 
in parti~ular the problems· related to C~  emissions and climate -change. It is eqUally. clear 
that renewable· energies will have to play a much more prominent role in the EU energy 
mix ·in. order-· to  achieve  the .most  recent  agreement  in  th~  Council·. on  long  term. 
C02 reductionS to be proposed at the COP ill  meeting in Kyoto in December 1997. 
- .  .  .  '  '  "  . .  . 
-The  current  overall  energy  mix is ·  iricompatible  With  the  long-term  requirements  for 
·  sustamable development. This is by now widely recognized, not only by Members of  the 
Unit¢  Nations  International·  P~el on  Climate  Change  (IPCC),  but ·also  by •  other · 
international~  organizations, such as the IEA.  and the World Energy Council {WE  C), by · 
natiorull  government~; international insurance  companies~· and perhaps most importantly, 
by the energy industry itself. Renewable tmergy technologies ar:e not pollution free, but the 
use of  renewables has the· clear adVa.ntage that no net C02 is emitted. FUrthermore most .. 
,  renewables -imply  lower emissions  of·s~ and  NOx._:-This  means  that renewables  are. 
compatible with the overall:strategy for-suStainable-deVelopment in th~  Community, in the 
industrialised coUntries but alSo in  the developing countries.  · 
3 
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The  use  of. renewable  ·energy  could  reduce  carbon  'dioxide.  emission~ ·by  16% 
(from 1990.levels)  by  ·2020.  Under  favourable  conditions  the  best  estimate  of the 
. reduction in external costsjs ECU 20 bil~ion by the year 20204. 
2.2  Security of  supply 
The European Community is.increasingly dependent on imported energy. The great strides 
made by the M_ember States in the period  1973-1995 to reduce import dependency have 
been reversed. by increases in demand mainly in the transport sector, ·reductions in energy 
efficiency, overall stagnant production of nuclear energy,· reduced indigenous oil  and gas 
production and by soft international oil market prices. The abundant supply of  fossil fuels 
~as led to· a certain level  of complacency which  has· ·in tum led  tp concerns  regarding 
future  long-term supply  security.  The  recent  tightening  in.  the. oil  market  allied  to the 
rapidly  growing  energy requirements  of South East  Asia  wiii  increase  this  trend.  The 
European Union  can  also  provide  competitive  renewable  energy  technologies  to third 
countries, in·particular developing countries; which could have the effect of  decreasing the 
demand  of  .fossil fuels  and  substituting traditional. fuels.  The import  ci~pendency of the 
European Community currently stands at approximately 50% but could well according to 
most forecasts increase t~ as much as 70% over a period of25 years. 
In  this  situation  the  European  Community  cannot  neglect  the .  development  of its 
indigenous  resources.  Renewable  sources,  of energy:  are  all  indigenous and  further 
-exploitation of their potential can make a strong contribution to improving security of 
· supply.  The  TERES  U  study5  has identified  the EC technical  potential  for  renewable  . 
energies  at  408  Mtoe by  the year 2020.  The corresponding EC  best ·practice  market  . 
penetration for renewables by 2020 is 228 Mtoe. The achievement of  this potential. would  .· 
· be a considerable contribution to security of  supply  .. 
2.3  Competitiveness 
.  .  .  . 
·  ·The TERES II forecasts show that in the EC renewable energies can contribute between: 
7.4 and .14% of  primary energy supply by 2020 depending on which scenario is followed. 
The  equivalent  figures  for  all  30 Eumpean countries  are  6.9  and  12.8%  respectively. · 
This represents an. equipment market with a cumulative value of between ECU 78 billion 
and  ECU 266 billion  .by  2020.  This·  Is  a  ·significant  ·.market·  ·potential  for 
European constructors. 
At the present point in time renewable. energy technologies,  in spite of rapidly dropping 
cost  curves,  are  not  always  competitive  vis:-a~vis  conventional  sources · of energy,  in 
·  particular 'Yhen compared to centralized applications. In the medium tolong term,  it can 
however,  be  expected  that ' renewable  energy  sources  will  · be  competitive  with 
conventional energy production techniques: In this light, and with the prospect of  a future  .  · 
internalization· of external  cost,· renewables  could.  make;  a  strong. contribution· to  a 
.4 
This is highlighted .in a  r~eni  Report rfom SheU International, where long term scenarios show a 
rapid decline in the use of fossil fuels,  notably oil, from 2020 and onwards ·and a  similar Steep 
.increase in the use of  alternative fuels, in particular renewables taking off  just after the tum of  the 
centtuy. "  ..... "Shell international, 1995.  .  - . 
The European Renewable Energy Study (TERES' I,  1994) (TERES II,' 1996). 
8 . sustainable and competitive European energy system. Already at the present point in time, 
it is worth noting, however, that renewables, as indigenous resources, are hardly affected 
by price fluctuations on imported fuels and will thus provide a stabilising effect on energy 
cost. It should also be noted that some renewables are already competitive, in particular in 
certain regions of  the Comm-.,mity.  ·  · 
World  Energy  Council  and  futernational  Energy  Agency  forecasts  for  the  global 
renewable energy markets by 2020 show, at an estimated ECU 1 700 billion,  a level of 
five  to ten times  the European market.  Europe's renewable energy industry is  already 
leading  the world  in  some  areas;  notably  wind,  and  is  a  world  pioneer  in  advanced 
biomass. With a strong home base and a supportive policy framework, European industry 
could become the leading global supplier of  renewable energy technologies over the next 
25 years.  This  represents  a .significant  export opportunity for  European industry.  But, 
the success  of the  commercial  activities  will  also  depend  on  the  ability  of  the 
European industry to satisfy, for example, the particular needs of  the developing countries 
in terms of  renewable energies.  . 
2.4  Regional development, :Social and economic cohesion and employment 
Development  of renewables  can  also  bring  positive  and  tangible  effects  on  regional 
development and employment. Renewables are, by definition, local energies. Their use and 
the installation of renewable energy plants are - in many instances - independent of the 
existence  of infrastructure.  Furthermore  many  less-developed  regions  have  a  good · 
. renewable  energy  resource  potential  .. Pr9motion  of renewables  is  therefore  a  major. 
element in a· regional policy and can create new business and bring employment to regions · 
which are otherwise deprived of  industrial development. 
With a supportive policy scenario, an additional ECU 180 billion of  investment would be 
stimulated in the renewable energy home market by 2020. This would lead to the creation 
of0.5 nilllion jobs in the energy sector and associated supply sectors. The jobs created iri 
the industry would be evenly divided between urban and rural areas.  A great deal more 
jobs could be created in the .renewable sector through equipment export opportunities. 
3.  THE STRUCTURE OF ALTENER II 
3.1  Introduction. 
Altener ll has to contribute the overall Community objectives in  ~ose  fields where RES can 
· play a decisive role: the limitation of  C(h emissions; the increase of  the share of  renewable 
. _  energy sources in the energy balance; the reduction of  the energy import dependence; the 
security of energy supply; the economic development, the economic and social cohesion 
and the regional and local development. 
The Altener II programme is also to contribute to two general objectives: 
(a)  to help create the necessary conditions for the implementation of a Community 
action  plan  for  renewable  energy  sources,  and  in  particular  the  legal, 
socio-economic' and administrative conditions; and 
(b)  to encourage private and public investments in the production and use of energy 
from renewable sources. 
9 
.  ~ In the current process of  liberalization of  the energy market specific measures for RES are 
needed at the legal,  socio-economic and market level.  Altener II has also to complement 
the  Community  efforts  in  research  and  technology  helping  to  create  the appropriate · 
conditions for a greater penetration of  RES. 
The actions proposed in Altener II are intended to fulfi~ the following specific objectives: 
implement  and  complement ·Community  measures  to.  develop  the  potential 
of~S; 
-· .-\  harmonization of  products and equipment in the RES market; 
J  " 
increase confidence in RES,  acceler~te their market penetration and  i~prove the . 
sector's global maturity and competitiv:eness by supporting infrastructures; 
improve  information . dissemin~tion  . and  coordination  between  intema~ional, 
<:ommunity, national, regional and local.experience and activities; 
increase operational capacity for the production of  energy from RES;. 
impleme~t the Community RES ,strategy. 
The actions and measures set out below have been conceived firstly  on the basis of  the· 
experience gained by the Commission in carrying out the Alterier programme over the.past 
four years.  Secondly, they take account of the conclusions and recommendations of the 
group of  experts which established an· interim ·report of the progi-anune at the end of the  · 
third  year.  Thirdly;·  they reflect  the  opinions  expressed  hy  those  taking .  part  in.  the 
contracting Parties' meetihgs held during 1996 on the main topics of the programme and 
the  conclusions  of the  Altener  Conference  held ·on  25-27  November  1996  in  Sitges  . 
. Fourthly, they incorporate  c~rtain elements of the European Parliament Resoiution on. ;:t  ' 
Community action plan for the promotion of  renewable ·energy sources (Mombaur report) 
and the European Parliament ·Resolution on the 'White Paper "An Energy Policy for the 
European Union".  Finally,  they  are  in  line  with  the  Commission  Green  Paper  on  a 
Community strategy for renewable energy sources6 . 
.  A.·  EXTENSION OF ALTENER I ACTIONS 
3 .2  ·  Studies and other actions to develop the potential of renewable energy sources 
(Article 2(a))  · 
Actions under Article 2(a)' are the main instruments for building up  a RES .policy.  This 
Article is partly the former Article 3(a) in Altener I. About 15% of the Altener I budget 
was allocated to these.actions.  ·  · 
6 
C()M(96) 576 bf20 November 1996. 
10 Under Altener II the preparation and evaluation of  policy measures are to be pursued and 
extended t_o the EEA and CEEC countries and to Cyprus.  ·  · 
3  .2.1  Community legislation, harmonization and standardization 
Renewable  energy  sources are  local  resources.  It  is  primarily  a  matter  for  the  local, 
regional and national authorities to create the administrative and regulatory instruments 
needed  to  exploit  them.  In  an  internal  energy  mark~t it  is  however  essential  that 
developments in the various regions of the Community are consistent.  The Commission 
will  closely monitor the  development  of renewables  in  the various  regions ·and  will,  if · 
necessary, propose any legislative measures that might prove ne~essary. 
' 
It is essential to .  draw up technical. norms and standards in order to complete an internal 
market in renewable energy products and in 'equipment and give confidence to users. The  . 
development of  performance or quality "labels" serves the same purpose. The Commission 
· will pursue its efforts to draw up norms, standards and  quality labels. 
Norms  and  standardization  work  began  under  Altener I:  CEN  and  CENELEC  are 
.  '  . 
developing  norms  on· solar· thermal,  solar  photovoltaic,  wind  turbines  and  bio-diesel. 
Developing  a  norm  takes  two  to  three  years  time.  This  work  must  continue  under 
Altener II  in  the  field  of biomass  (biogas  and  other biofuels  equipment),  small  hydro 
and geothermal.  ·  ··  · 
3  .2.2  Strategies for promoting the uptake of  renewable energy technologies 
Market strategies are needed· for the various energy sources or technologies in order to 
clarify objectives and the paths to be followed. Regular· updating will be undertaken, along 
with  greater  efforts  to  inform  busine,ssmen,  policy  makers,  financial  institutions,  ~tc, 
including specific actions to inform potential users ip. SMEs about renewable energies. 
Strategy and  sectoral studies carried out during Altener I (TERES II,  wood,  solar PV, 
solar  thermal,  wind,  geological  risks,  ·tegal  environment  for  small  hydro;  ENER -
lURE, ,etc.). will, for some of them,  be completed under Altener II.  As a general rule all 
sectoral  studies  must  be  updated  and  extended  to the EEA and  CEEC  countries  and 
Cyprus in order to develop enlarged market strategies.  Sectora.J, studies are carried out in 
collaboration with the industrial sectors and business organizations. 
3.3  Sectoral pilot actions· aimed at creating or extending infrastructures and tools for 
the development of  renewable energy sources (Article 2(b)) 
These actions play  a key  role particularly in  those Member States where there are no 
comparable measures, thus filling a major gap.  The introduction in this programme of new 
targeted actions for the penetration ofrenewables (point 3.5, ArtiCle 2(e)) does not reduce 
the  need  for  sectoral.  pilot. 'actions.  They  are  different  in  nature  and  conceived  to 
be complementary. 
The  sectoral  pilot  actions  under  Article  2(b)  are  aimed  at· creating  or extending the 
infraStructure in Member States and are not directly linked to specific projects. They are 
intended to continue the actions under former Article 3(b) in Altener I. Pilot actions on 
infrastructures and tools have been the main chapters in Altener I ·with 66 %of  the total 
budget. Projects have been proposed through Member States where often a preselection 
.  11 has been made, thus guaranteeing a high level of project quality. And  ye~ only 43% ofthe 
projects  selected  ·and  submitted  by  Member  States  in  the  first  four years  could  be -_ 
supported because of  a short-age of budget.  The enl.argement of  t~e Community in_ 1995 
further increased the need for additional funds.  · 
Projects  on pilot action~ are  frequently  sub~tted ~md implemented. by  partners. from 
different Member States; even in regional and local planning, some projects involve more 
than one Member State._ Cooperation between Member States in this type of  action is thus 
one of~he  ~ain  elements,' together_with widespread dissemination of'the.results. · 
During Altener I guidelines for four main· groups of  pilot actions have been. established on _ 
an annual basis. The budget has been equally distributed between these four main -group~ 
(Planning,  Tools,  Financial  and  Market  instruments  and  Information  and  Training), 
From 1993  to 1996,  279 projects have been supported.  Until  now only  two have  been 
c~celled. Contractors' meetings have been orgahized with .two main  purposes:  evaluate 
the  progress  and  share  experience  and  kriow-how.  The  AlteJ1er  Comerence  held  on-
25-27 November  1996  w~s structured  following  .the  same··  lines  and  the  conclusions 
show~d  the importance-of continuing this action.  i  ' 
· 3.3.1  Local and regional planning 
Planning  is  no  longer  a  mere  inventory  of resources  but  an.  instrument  whereby  an 
evaluation, can be made of  the possible impact of  the various measures to be undertaken in 
all the areas concerned, including environment, einploynient and the local eco~omy; ' 
'  .  ' 
The -implementation · of plans  is  one of the  weak links  iri the  chain;  the actions under 
Article 2(e) described in point 3.5 aim to overcome this weakness. 
I 
3.3.2 · ·  Tools for plcinning, de_sign, monitoring and evaluation 
_  Carrying  out  projects  involving  renewables  is  not  made_ easier by the_ complexitY _and 
diversity of renewable energy _sources  and their technologies, e.g.  in the _areas  of energy 
crops,  forestry  and waste.  Effective tools for .planning,  design,. testing,  monitoring.  and· 
evaluation _are  increasingly  necessary  in  order to  reduce  the  costs  inherent  in  project · 
impl~mentation as  well  as  to _improve  the  operation . of renewables  energy -systems  .. 
Planning  methods  and  tools_  for  renewable  energy  sources·  have ; beeri · developed 
considerably.  Computer  software·  or _geographic,  information  systems  are  now 
sophisti_cated tools which have to be widely available, Telematic systems and services can -
.play  an important' role' in  optimising  the  supply  of energy  extracted  from  renewabie 
sources, by automatically and continuously monitoring and adjusting the production to the 
consumption pattern:  '  '  .  (  . 
3.3 .3  · Financial and other instruments 
·New financial arrangements must be developed. The possibilities of third party finanCing 
are far from being exploited to the full.  New arrangements such as gieen pools, grouping 
of users _  or  producers,·  green  pricing,  should.  be  developed.  The  widely  varying 
characteristics  of renewable  energy  sources  with  high  mvestments  in  some  case~ 
(e.g. photovoltaics)- and_  high  operational  cost· in  others  (e.g.  biomass),  dictate_ a 
diver,sification of'financial instruments·.·  · 
12 ., 
A major factor facilitating the funding of  investments are market instruments such as the 
11 guaranteed  results
11  arrangements.  These  can  reduce  or even  eliminate  the  risks  and 
engender confidence among potential investors. 
3.3.4  Information 
In contrast to specific information measures, information infrastructures are the pivots of 
the  whole  process of informing  the  public  in  general,  but  also  target  groups  such· as 
businessmen, students, civil servants, etc. in 'particular~ 
3.3.5  Education and training 
The introduction of  education in th~ renewable energy technologies (RET) in schools anQ. 
universities  is .  essential  for  the  future  development  of renewables;  this  is  particularly 
necessary in disciplines where they are still too ·often lacking, e.g. architecture, economics, 
law and administration.  · 
I 
Courses on renewable energy technologies as part of continuing vocational training but 
also,  and  above  all,.  within  companies  would  encourage  the  penetration  of such 
technologies in  a field  dominated by conventional ·energy sources.  The development of 
teaching materials is also an important element of  this action.  · 
· 3.4  Dissemination of  information (Article 2(c) and (d)) 
3.4.1  Information networks 
Information is  an important element in  increasing awareness and  promoting the use of 
renewables. The network concept appears to lend itself particularly to the dissemination of 
information. Experience gained in the course of Altener I with such networks has been 
very  positive.  The  dissemination  of information·· through  appropriate  networks . will 
therefore  be  continued  and  expanded.  Some  of these  networks  may  have  a  variable 
geometry  and  be  temporary ·  in  nature;  specific  tasks  may  be  allocated  to them  for  a 
given period. 
Under Altener I no  distinction was made between dissemination actions undertaken on 
request. of  the Commission and actions asked for by third parties. In both cases financial 
contribution  of the  Community  was  limited  to  60%.  Experience  under  Altener  I . 
demonstrates that some information actions have to be fully funded  by the Community. 
Only support to Member States' initiatives may be in a co-financing -financing regime. 
Consequently  information  actions  have  been  split  in  two:those  funded  up  to  100% 
(initiated by the Commission) funded actions and those funded up to 50% funded actions 
(initiated by others). 
Dissemination of information through networks allowed the management of  a number of 
events  and  publications  under  a  global  contract  and;  very · important,  in  closed. 
collaboration with national energy agencies and associations. Under Altener II this kind of 
collaboration has to be extended to,  firstly,  other ,;networks"  as the  Euro-Info~Centres 
and,  secon~y  ot~er areas. 
1;3 i  .  '  .  . 
In  respect  of "targeted ·tasks  networks"  the  three  biomass  networks  built  up  under 
Article3(d) of  Altener I and concerning energy crops, waste and liquid biofuels_have been 
extremely ·efficient. Their aetiyities shallbe pursued under Altener II within the framework 
of  Article 2(  d).  ·  · 
.  3.4. i  .  Centralized system f<;>r collecting and circu,lating information 
Following  a  suggestion  made  by  the  European  Parliament (Report of Mr.  Mombaur, 
point 7),  a  centralized  system for collectmg  and  circulating· information on renewables, 
including  financing  methods,  will  be  established.  It  will  ·be  coordinated  with. 
·Members States· and  regional_ efforts in  this  regard.  Information will  be  made  available 
via Internet.  ~ 
B.  : NEW ACTIONS TO PROMOTE THE PENETRATION OF RES.· 
3.5 ·  _  Targeted  actions  facilitating  the  penetration of renewable.  energy  sources  and 
· encouraging  investni~nts_ (Article 2(  e)) 
3.5.-1  The concept 
Many renewable energy sources are presently competitive or close in .reaching this goal .. 
In spite .of  this favourable development penetration of renewable energy sources in  the 
. market .is ·remarkably slow.  The reasons for .this  market malfunctioning are a ·series ·of , 
obstacles.  They  .  c~ best . be  illustrated  by  following,  step··  by  step,  a  typical 
project implementation: .. 
-.  There is  a lack of awareness of the business ·opportunities ·or the  economic~ 
benefit  offered  to _them  by  .renewable  _energies  ·sources  available  _in  their 
-immediate  surroundings.  Lack •  of information  and  knowledge  are  the  main 
r~asons.- The solution to this  problem is  a widely increaSed  effort on targeted 
information campaigns, addressing whenever possible, directly and personally the 
potential investors and promoters.  ' .  . 
Once the awareness has been created, a number of  questions will  need 'a  quick· 
answer:  what can be done· exactly,  what is -the  cost and what is its benefit?  A 
market assessment ·and ari  evaluation .of the potential is needed to answer these 
questionS. This service has to be offered quic~y  and at reasonable cost. 
Is the .  evaluation is  positive and  indicates  economically viable opportunities,  a 
detailed study has to be tmdertaken. IIi' many cases the potential promoter does 
.  not have the necessary skills and needs assistance.  . 
'  . 
Once the project has been defined and  its investment costs established, a major 
probiem has to be faced:  construction and operation permits have to be obtained · 
· from the· competent authorities and, if  electricity produ~ion is involved, fair grid · 
,  connection. conditions  have  to  be  negotiated.  The  availability  of advice  is  a 
.  _' cntical· factor,' otherwise .many  economically vi'!hle  projects are abandoned  at 
this stage.·  · 
14 After  project  authorization  and  grid  connection  have  been  clarified,  another 
major  hurdle  has  to  be  taken,  it  is  finanCing.  Commercial  banks  often  latk 
experience in financing renewable energy projects or do not trust inexperienced 
investors. These concerns of  the b~g  institutions need to be overcome. Even 
when  all  these  problems  have  been  solved  in  an  emerging  sector  such  as 
· renewables there are additional needs, such as training of  operators. 
As illustrated, there is a need for certain services to be provided to promoters of RES in 
· order to overcome the non-technical  obstacles  present.  This  extra service ·has  its cost. 
Under favourable· conditions and fairly large projects, the peripheral costs can be of the 
order of  magnitude of 10% of  the investment costs. Under less favourable conditions and 
for  smaller projects, peripheral costs can be as high - or higher than - investment costs. 
Technology development has drastically reduce4 the equipment investment costs over the 
recent  years  and,  as  mentioned,  made  renewable  en~rgy projects  'in  many  area~ 
economically viable.  A further effort needs to be made now to bring down peripheral or 
service  costs  and  lnake  project  implementation  a  less  risky  task  for  inexperienced 
investors. This is the purpose of  the newAltener action proposed here. 
3.5.2  Lessons from Altener I 
Under  Altener  I  about  half of the  pilot  projects  supported  under  Article  3(b)  of the 
Council Decision addressed the obstacles to market penetration: 
local  and  regional  plans  were  ~raWil up  with  the  purpose  of creating  the 
necessary awareness of  potential investors~ 
pre-feasibility infrastructures were set' up and evaluation lools were created to 
provide quick and low cost advice to investors;  · 
detailed  country-by-country studies were undertaken to identifY  bottlenecks  in 
the authorization procedures; 
a . particular · attention  was  given  to  financing  instruments;  the  concept  of 
"guaranteed results". was introduced in order to reduce the risk of investors and. 
qf  their financial institutes; 
infr,astructures were set up for training of  operators and maintenance staff 
The evaluation team of  Altener I welcomed this type of  initiative of  the programme, which 
. were  particularly  useful  in  Member  states  without  comprehensive  programmes  for 
promoting  renewables;  they  thus . filled  an  importarit  ·gap.  The  'team,  however, 
recommended a strengthening and a more strategic approach for actions under Altener II. 
3.5.3  Proposed Altener II action 
Fu~re acti'ons underArticle 2(e)of  Altener II are designed to improve the efficiency of 
the programme in this respect: 
all obstacles, m  the whole process, from raising awareness to new capacity  being 
installed, should be addressed; 
15 · . · target  groups  will  be  set  up  for  action in  'support· of .the  different· types  of · 
renewable energies. Local authorities Will be  an._'iptpo·rt~t target group in future . 
. No  fundmg  should  b~ granted  to  investments  for  equipmerit  procu~ement,  or  plant  · 
construction.·· Commllnity support will.be available exclusively to assist in the preparatory 
· phases of  projects aiming .to increase t~e  ren~able energy capacity. The Commission Win·-- · 
select  promoters,  who · propose  to  encourage .  the  implementation  either  of i  certain . 
· number of  smaller-:~cale proje(!ts,. or of a few projects  of a certain size.  The  conditions 
'.governing  eligibilitY' of projects  will be  determined  annually  for  each  type  of targeted. 
actipn.' The support to be given to the preparatory phase will be detemun·ed on the basis · 
of  the· electrical or thermal production capacities which are expected to be installed as a 
.  ~esult of  the action supported. ·  ·  .  ·  · 
'  :  '  •  i  ••  ·- ,.  .  •  •  •  •  '  "'<  ....  • 
· In  order  to,.  ensure . results,  the ·Commission  intends  to·  link  contract  conditions  to 
· achievement~ A first instalment of Community· support will be ·paid after conclusion .of. a 
contract .with .the 'promoter.  The  second payment  wi~f  b~ made  after. evidence  has been· 
proVided
1
• to· the .  Conimission  that  financing  atfarigeniet1fs  for  a project  or  a .. series  of 
projects  have  be¢n  JP.ade.  The ·third  and  final  iristatment  wiil  be  paid  when  cqmpleted  · 
projects enter nonrial operation.  · · 
.  .  '  -- .  ~.  . 
·- If a project fails to be fully implemented· and is abandoned at an earlier stage,  a detailed . 
· report will be ·requested 'to· establish the reasons for the failure.  The second.  ~d/or  third 
·  instalment Will not be paid.  Should a promoter have an abnormally high level of failures, 
j  •  he might be di59ualified for future participation in the programme  .. ·  ·  · 
i, 
Applicants  will  be encouraged to put  forward. projects  ~hich have. a multi-regional. or 
multinational dimension or benefit Gfouping together of  projects Will be promoted. ·Apart 
·,from  facilit~tipg transfer · of exp~rience and  know-: how,  grouping  of projects ·allows 
promoters  to .  obtam  better  conditions  from  ~heir .  suppliers  and  to inake  use  of more 
effic~ent andnew financial arrangements Slich as  Thit:~ Party Financmg. · · 
'  .  •.  ··,  i' 
Renewable energy· installations are often not on a sufficient s~e  to obtain. support  fro~ . 
t~e major· financial  instrUments  Em, m:RD,  ERDF;  EDF,  World  Bank,  etc,  or  even 
coi!unercial bal1ks. It is expected that  t~e Altener Ii  aqio~ assisting promoters to present 
· financing arrangements for grouped actions or a combination of actions to be· carried out 
in  differ~nt regions or different Member States, could result in funding by public or private 
instruments:which otherwise would not be involved.  .  ·  '.  ·. ·  ·  :  . ·  .....  ·.  : · 
~ '  ~  .  . 
Promote~··oftargeted.actionsfor mm:ket penetration i:nay be.·any public, private p{mixed. 
bodies or groups which have all the necessary qualifications to· cariy put .  the programme . 
·  put forward and are capable of  entering into a firm commitment in this connection. 
1'  ';  ,  ,  ',  •  1  •  •  •  •  ' 
.  . 
:·'Every project funded under the targeted actions for: promoting .:nmet penetration will be 
.  '  . followed up.  Ari intertnediate evaluation will .be  carri~d out when the .investment' fiu1ding 
·.  package is drawn up, iWhen  a proj~ becomes operational,  a ·report will be eStablished 
desc;ribing  in: <;ieta.il  the whole process of implementing  the. projeCt.  This  report ·may be 
cir~~lated Widely.  ·  ·  ·  .  ·  .  .  .  . 
..  In the event of  total or partial. failure,  a ieport. will be dfawn up to establish the reasons 
·,  thereof atid draw the necessary conclusiolis.  ·  ·  · 
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.-'  . This  .  measure  concerning  targeted  actions  ts  intended  to  test . the  ways  of best 
assisting renewable  energy  technologies  to  penetrate  the  market · and  to  overcome · 
'eXisting obstacles.  · 
C.  NEW  ACTIONS  ON  THE  IMPLEMENTATION  OF THE· COMMUNITY  . 
. REST STRATEGY' 
3.6 ·  ·.  Actions  on  the  implementation;·  follow-up  and  monitoring  of the  Community 
RES Strategy in the EC and in Member States.(Article 2(f)) 
3  .. 6.1  ~rpose  of  actions 
Renewable energy sources are local resources. IUs primarily the matter for local, regional 
and national authorities to ~dertake, within the framework pf an established Community 
strategy, the appropriate initiatives to promote their development. On t~e other hand, and 
according to the subsidiarity  principle~ it  will  be the task of the EC  to closely  monitor 
· progress', made  in  developmg  renewables  in  the  various ·regions  and  play  its  role. in 
coordinating and optimizing 'Members States efforts. These efforts must be converging, be 
fully  in  line  with. established  Community  policies  and  strategies  arid  lead  to  a  greater 
economical cohesion. The purpose of  this new action under Altener II is to proVide to the 
Corr1rnunity the necessarytool.to undertak;e this important task of  coordination.  · 
Actions undertaken under the Altener programme itself will alsO  need 9areful evaluation. 
Results must be efficiently disseminated to make full' use of  the Community dirilension of 
the programme. 
3.6.2  · Actions under Altener I 
Objectives  h~ve been established at Community level for the limitation of C02 emissions 
and· for the. development of renewable energy sources.  In ·order·for, these objectives to 
have a  meaningful  purpose,  progress should  be monitored at  regular intervals.  Results 
must be reliable and. eomparabl.e  betw~n Member States. However, official statistics on 
renewable energy 5ources did not exist before the year 1994, The Statistical.Office of  the · 
European  .Community . has  therefore ·  ·  established  a  system  for ' regular  collection  of 
.  sta~istical data on the production and use of renewable energies.  The first  series for the ' 
years  1989-1993 were published  in  1994: Sirice  these  data are not readily  available  in 
M~mbet States but need _to  be compiled  on special  request,  the Altener I  programme 
offered  financial  assistance  (ECU 10 000/countiy/year)  under . Article  3(a)  of  the·  . 
Council Decision to undertake the yearly data collection. However, Member States need 
to be more closely involved in· the analysis and interpr~tation of  the collected data. 
As. far as the speeific actions under the Altener_programme are con~med, a data base has 
been established under Article 3(a) of  the Council Decjsion. This data base has:now been 
incorporated m  the Co~ssion  data ba5e. CORDIS and can be accessed-via Internet and 
(::OROM  .. However, the project evaluation was not considered to be fully  satisfactory. A 
considerably itlcreased effort will be needed to fully exploit available results: 
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3'~6.3  Proposeq Altener Ii actions 
3.6.3. I  Implementati~n of a strategy and a  CommunitY action plan fo~ renewable energy 
. · sources, and monitoring of the progress achieved in the Community and in  the 
Member States.  ·  ·  . 
Following-~ wide debate oh the Green Paper on a Community· Strategy for Renewable. 
Sources  of Energy,  the  Commission  .will  adopt  during  .1997._ a  White  Paper ·.on. a ... 
Conununity. Strategy  and  Action . Plan.  Altener  Il will. be  an  important  tool ·for  the.  " 
.  iniplementation of  the 'strategy  and  for  monitoring·  pro~ess made  under  the  various 
actions proposed. Perio.dic reports will be prepared ... 
-~  .  .  .  '  .  .  ..  ·.  .  .  .  .  . 
Pari  of the·  strategy  will  in~olve promotion  of :.renewables. under  other·  Con;ununity 
programmes and a close synergy with Alt€~ner should be·promoted.  ·  · ·  ·  · 
It is also ·  important to monitor Programmes earned  out  an~ policy. measures  taken by 
Member· States in favour of  renewable energies. Reports will be·prepared; arid suggestions 
will be made to iniproye, where appropriate, coordination between the VariOUS actions.·. ' · 
. Under  thi~ •  action an annual: progress report will .  also· be  mad~·  on·. the ·implementation· of 
the Community RES strategy ..  ··  ·  ·  · 
A~ l<;>ng  as Member  States do  not  compile  the ·necessary  ~nfo~ation  -on.  renewable.  :.  . 
energies  at  national -level,  the  Community  has · to  pursue  its · arinual _effort  to  collect 
available  data.  .This  effort  has  to be. extended  to the  associated  Centra!  and Eastern 
- European Countries and Cyprus.·. 
•  •  I  •  . 
An annual ni~eting of  Membe; States· experts· wiJI  be held to evaluate the results and ·the . 
.  progr~ss made by renew~les to adtieve the  objectives for  C02 ·emissions  and for !he 
penetration of  renewa~le  energies~ . .  . 
.  . 
· ~.6.3.2  Evaluation of  the act~(;ms and  me~suies  taken underthe programme.·.·  • 
-' 
To evaluate the individual actions and measures taken· directly under the progr~e  and 
to disseminate the results an appropriate team .of·experts will be set up. Special attention 
.  will be paid to the definition. of  target groups;. statistics will  ~so be drawn up to mqlfttor 
the involvement of  different size classes of  enterprises 
7 
·..  .  .  ..  '  .  ~  . 
7 
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·\  ' · 4.  FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
4.1.  Altener l 
The budget for Alten:er I was set in  1993  at ECU 40 million.  In reality it will  amount by 
·  the end ofihe programme to·some ECU 43.5 million.  Allocation offunds to the various 
action~  .,under the programme will approximately be as follows: 
Article 3a: Studies and Standards 
Article 3b: Pilot projects 
Article 3c: Intbrlnation dissemination 
. Article 3(f: Biomass Networks 
TOTAL . 
.4.2  . Altener II 
,  .. 
ECU  6.4 million 
ECU 28.8 million· 
ECU. 4.5 million 







As  outlined  in  Chapter. 3,  the , Altener  II  programme  will  include  three  main. areas 
of  actions: 
. A.  ExtensiC?n of  Altener I actions. 
B.  New targeted actions to improve penetration ofrer:tewables. 
C.  New actions on theimplementation of a  Community Strategy. 
IfAltener IT is to make a meanin~l  contribution to the goals set· for renewables under the . 
various Community policies not only the successful  ~Ct:ions ·  under Altener I have  to be 
pursued and strengtheq.ed, but new actions, intltien..cing direetly the uptake of renewables · 
and achieving a better coordination of  the many efforts undertaken in Member States have 
.  to be introduced. ·This enlarged scope of  the Altener II programme ·will require. additional  -.. 
.  '  .  .  '  ~  "  - I  • 
resources. 
The :following  :co~iderlltions are based ·on  the  assump'tion  that  Altener ·IT  will  eov~r ·a 
· five-yeatt· period,  for  which  funding  Will  be  at  first  3Ilocated  for·  a  two-year  period  . 
. Financial allocations will need to be reconsidered for the remaining three years at a later 
· stage.  .It  should  be  noted  that if Alteriet:  IT  is  later  incorporated  into  a  more  glob~ 
framework,  of  energy  policy  instruments a  suitilblt~ · adjustment  of the  programme will 
be made.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
4.2:1  Extension of  Altener I actions· 
the  Conirnuriity  has  grown  from- 12  to  15  members  since  the  inception  of · the 
Altener programme.- This  growth  alone  'Yould  have  required  a  modest  increase  in  th~ 
budget  to  maintain  the  former  (and: ostensibly  inadequate)  Altener  financial  efforts,' 
especially after.. the Cominunity's expansion towards the north where the implantation of 
. renewable technologies presents new challenges. A certain, though small,  increase would 
have also been justified by inflation.  ·  ·, 
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The· report  on' the· results  achieved  by  Altener  I. caine  to the conclusion ·that  studies 
.  preparing n~w Community  initiatives. to  complete. the  internal market  for  renewables . 
.  .  .  .  energy  .  equipment, . t'o.  establish . standards  and  quality.  labels, . to . prepare  voluntary  . 
. .· . ' . agreements  with .  equipment  manufacturers  and  tb .  develop .  imi.rket  .  strategies . for  ~he' .. 
. various ·energy sources and technologies. will  need niore. attention than in' the past. It i's 
therefore proposed to. increase the indicative ·budget for· these actions under Altener U 
(Article 2(a)). 
~  -: 
· Sectoral  pilot  ~ctioris. aimed  at creating or extending iilfrastruC!Ufes  played' a  key  ,fol~ 
particularly  in  those  MeJ;D.ber  States not  having  comparable  measures.  To  fill  the  still 
existing gap· actions in  this. field .should  be· continued J.mder  Alterier II at a mote' or less 
constant level(Article 2(b))  ·  ·  ..  · 
Dlssernihation  of information  1ncludln.g  the  activities  bf Hie  biomass  n~tworks  · is  an 
esse11tial taskfor the Community. I(  needs to.be considerably strengthened. A majo'r,effort 
. will .also  'be·  necessary  to set up  a·  centraliz~d  system  for  collecting  and  circulating 
information  on'  renewable  energies,  . follo\\jng  a . suggestion .  made . by  the .. 
European Parliament.  The indicative budget for information disseniinati6n including 'the 
· biomass networks should be ·increased under Altener II (ArtiCle 2(c  )and ((d)). 
.  .  . 
The indicative b,u'dget for the extension  ~f  Altener I activities (Artide 2(a), (b),  (c), '(d)) 
. Will amount 'to'ECU 19.2 million (4 + 9.4 + 5·;8) overthe first two years~  .  . 
I  - ,- •  '  • 
4~2.2  . Targeted a,ctions to improve the uptake of  renewable~ .. 
This action is prbposedto~provide a new.t~~lfor bfingiilg doWn. peripheral. cost's li~edto 
. proJect ·  implementation. ·It  is  very  different  from, · btit  complementary , to  technology 
development actie,n supported by JOULE-THERMIE  ai~ed at reducing ·equipment costs;  / 
Targeted  actions  .. are  addressed  to  promoters  of RES .  artd  are' 'aimed  to  assist--in 
overcoming non.:tecbnical  barriers· to  implementation.  Only .  projects  involVing  mature· . 
.technologies and likely to have Wide application. will be considered.  '  .  . 
•  •  .'  ',  ,·  o  ,  '  I  I 
No investments in equipment or installations Will be supporte~. The purpose of  this acti'on 
·  is to encourage investments. in the· seC!or by providing  ~sistai1ce iii· a preliminary phase 
where promoters have to facem:ajor'non-technical problems and higher costs in preparing 
to enter the inarket of  RES than they would.  fad~ i( they. were dealing ·with conventional 
energy  sources  The  ~easurable resUlt  of this  actiori:,  if. successful,  Will· be. to. directly 
st~ulate, through a leverage effect, the C(U1Strticti9n of a new production capacity lrom 
RES of  at least 1 000 MW. It should in this way make ;a meaningful contrib4tion towards 
.·the .achievement·ofthe· ·objectiv~ for ·significant  in~ease in ·the penetration of renewable· 
energy sources in the Community. .  ·  · · 
To illustrate the puinp-pifuung·effect, it has been estimated,that a fimincial  s~pport during 
a  prelimiriary  phase of  planni~g for RES  implementation of only ECU 42  in.  orde~ to· 
reduce the high peripheral cost~, could induce a. private. investment of  ECU 3  26, resulting 
··.in  1 .KW new capacity .froml RES~ (This· is  the .. 'estiinated to be the  average  unit  cost 
perKWfornew capacity in the year 2000). ·  '  ·  ·  · 
·.; 
,  .. 
.  ._J'' 
.  i  20 The  effectivene~s of Altener II wiil,  to a large  extent,  depend  on this  new  action~ Its 
·budget has to be high  enou~  to reach ineaqingful results but nevertheless remain limited 
.until sufficient  experienc~ has  b~eri g~ned  with this new scheme. The proposed budget is 
ECU 8.'0 million over the first tWo years  .. 
4.2.3  New actions on' the implementation of  a Community strategy 
Renewable energy  sources are decentralized  and. local  resources.  Their development  is· 
.primarily ·a matter for private initiatives and  for lopal; regional and· national authorities. 
The  role  of the. Community~ according  to  the ·subsidiarity  principle,.  is  essentially  to 
guarantee that the  develop~ents in Member States are coherent and  ~onverging, and in 
. line with established Commuiuty policies.  A major new element in CommUnitY policy will · 
.  -
be· the adoption in  1997 -of a Community St_rategy and Action plan for the promotion of 
renewable energies., An. important task of Altener n "will  be  the implementation .of this 
strategy  and a  permanent  monitoring  of progress  made.  A  major· new  effort  will  be  · 
·required to evaluate  the _'impact  of all  measures  taken  at  local~  regional,  national · and 
:Cornffiunity level. To finance this monitoring actions a budget ofECU 2.8· million  ove~ the 
first two years appears to be .appropriate.  .  ' 
4.2.4 The proposed bll;dget 
In  surn.rrlary; the proposed indicative budget for the. first t\yo years of Altener IT  will be 
as follows: 
.  . 
A.  Extension of  Altenerl activities (ArtiCle 2(a), (b), (c), (d)):  ECU i9.2 million  .· 
B.  New actions promoting penetration ofrenewables (Article 2(e)): ECU  8.0 million 
.  .  .  ' 
C.  Implern.entation of  the Community'RES Strategy (Article2(f)):  ECU  2.8 million. 
ECU 30~0 million 
T,he proposed budget for the first two years takes into account the budgetary restrictions 
·  in the frame-work of  the current financial provisions for. ·1998 and I  Q99. Adequate funding 
to ensure an  appropriate level of actions will be  foreseen at a later stage to enable the 
programme  to be continued for  the  remaining  period  of three  years,'  on the  basis  of 
experience and results from the completed Altener I programme and the first year of the 
Altener n programme.  .  .  .  .  .  ·,. 
.  . 
In the case ofthe new t~geted actions under Article·2(e) the first two year period is to be 
considered as a "start up"  .. phase, and,. if  success~;  .these actions are· likely to be expanded . 
in the following three years of  the programme, · 
· The necessary meas~res will be taken to ensure an· appropriate monitoring and evaluation 
of  the programme. During the  cm~rse of  the second year of  Altener Ii an evaluation report· 
will  be presented to the European Parliament  and  to the  Council.  On the  basis  of this 
report the Commission will  define. any new· implementing guidelines necessary,  and .  will 
propos~  a new budgetary framework for the follo~g  three years.  •  · 
21 s.·  · THE.PROPos:EnMEASURE AND suBSIDIARITY  · 
·  The  measure  proposed .  by  this  communication  is . presented  within_  the  fr~ework of 
·Article 130r _and  130s of  the Treaty; the  objec~ives of which are to .preserve~ to ·protect··. 
and  to  impr~~e  . the quality of the .  environment .  and. to ensure a  prudent  ~d rational . ·  . 
. . '  utilization of  natural resources. 
The_ proposal will  contri_bute  to the  attainment. of  the. Community's  environrri.ental  and  . 
· energy policy objectives; area5 in which the torrunuility has.· a. shared competence. with the · 
Member States  . 
. The_ proposed action·is:complemen:taryto actions be~g  undertakertiby the Coffimuility.and 
by . Member _  States  in _  'favour  of  renewable  energies·.  _·-At · ,their  meeting.  on- ,  the 
·- 15/16 December  1994,  the  Council  of Miilistefs  underlined  the  need  for  both 
Metriber States and Comiminity efforts in the-area of C02 emissions reduction by stating· 
'the Council invites the Commission to submi~ to the Council. as soon as possible, in  due , -
. time before the first Conference of  the Parties of  the World Climate Conference, a set of . 
options in te~s  of  policies to betaken at Comniunity leveland 'by Member.States  ... 
8
:  · 
Therefore  the  Council  recq~ed that· a ··concerted · effort  at  both  Corrunuruty.  and..  · 
MemberState ievel would be require.difthe Co.rrununit)i's C02 objective is to be' attamed:  .. 
The  transnational  nature.  ofi C02.  emissions  as.  w_ell- .as. the  possible  distortion. in 
competitiveness ·  caused  by · different  and  unconnected  natioiial  measures·  requiTes  a 
cominon approach. The actions proposed by this Progr~e  'represents a real added value 
in~ that  they-. contribute- to  the.  developm~nt  of  transnational~  national  .  solutions  to 
bottlenecks. in the development  of  .renewable .energy and  endeavour to. build  upon the 
experience · of some  Member· .  States  in -developing  renewable  .energy  solutions·  by 
transferring this experience to. other. regions.  '  . 
The  actions  enVisaged  un(ier. this  proposal are econolnically  vjable  and justified.  The 
add~- value  eleinent  of the  prograrrunt:  is  enh~ced in  that  it . ~  unprove  the 
competitiveness . of the . EC  industry,  increas~  its · export  opportunities  and  create • 
.  employment,  as well as help improve the environment and .  reduce reliance on imported  ·· 
. energy supplies. '  .  . .  .  ;  .  .  .  .  . 
'~I 
6.  CONC~USIONS· 
',·:· 
TLe  Alterier · I  programme. has .  been .  ass~ssed as .  having .  h~d .  a  positive  effect  on the 
.evolution of the penetration or'  renewable energy in the EC. Thete are many important 
reasons  for  contmuing  and  expanding  this. effort  inclucling_ 'envitonmm,ttal  protection~ '.· 
energy policy considetatioiJ.s, employment, regional and local policy anc;l_ social  cohesion~ .  · · 
. Lessons learned from the Altener pr<)grarrune indicate a re-orientation of  activities towards · 
\ 
, tho'se action with a-high Corrunmiity dimension and actions ainied at coherence withiri the.  . .. 
Corrunuhity in order to accelerate the use of  renewable energy.·  ·.  '  .  '  '  - .  .  .  .. 
8  11870/94; (Presse 273 - Gj. ·  ··. 
·.  ·' 
22 The proposal for a Altener II Programme represents a  comprehensive approach by .  the 
c'ommunity  to  achieve .the. great  environmental  and  economic  potential. to which an 
increased use ofrenewable energy would contribute. An important element of Altener II 
. will be ·an initiative· aimed at overcoming obstacles to Wide~stale implementation of  RES. 
and thus mobili.zi.O.g  private capital for renewable energy projects. It is· important to find 
mechanisms to ensure a place for renewables in a liberalized energy market. 
The  proposal  incorporates  tho~e elements  which  hav~ proved.  successful  in  Altener  I . 
augmented by a series of  new actions aimed at strengthening the programme and creating · 
· a· more  effeCtive  and  syriergetic ··approach -'to  the  Community's  envirori.mental  and·. 
energy problems..  ,  · 
The Commission inv1tes the Council and the European P~liament to adopt the following 
· .. decision concerning the Altener II  .progranime. 
f 
)  I 
-.,  I 
.  ',  ' 
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.  '  . 
..  ,  \  . Proposal for a'  , 
. _  · . COUNCIL.DECISION  ·  .·. 
conceriung 8: multianmial programme for the promotion of  renewable  . 
.  energy SOl.)rces.in the Community (Altener_II)  .  .  . 
---------------
:  l' 
.(T.ext with EEA  rele~ance) · 
;  ·. 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
·  · Having  regard to .  the  Treaty· est~blishing the ·  European·  Co~unity, and  in .  particular 
Article 13 Os( 1) thereo(  . ·  · ·  ... , 
·'  . 
~aving  regard· to the pioposai from the ~,ornmission9 , 
I·. 
f  •  •  •  •  ' 
Having regard to  ~_he opinion of  the Economic and Social Committee10, .. · 
Having regard to. the opiriion.oftheCommitteeof~e·.Regi~ns11 ,  · 
Acting  in aceordance with. the. procedure  l~d down in Article  i89c .of the Treaty,  in. 
cooperation With the Europeap Parli~ent12,  ·  . · ·  · .  · · .  ·  .  ·  .  .  , ... 
- j 
1. ·  Whereas Articlci 130r of  the .  Treaty lays  down tluit ·  one· of the objectives  of the ; . 
Community action is to ensure ·prildent and rational utilization of  na~~  resources; .•.  · 
'2.'  Whereas  Article  129 · of  the  Treaty  lays  do\VIl  ~t health  protection 
requirements shall 'form ·a conStituent part o(Community's other policies; whereas 
the Altenerprogramme contrib~tes to heaith protection;  .  .  .  .  .  . .  •.  .  . 
.  .  .  .  .  .  '  ' 
Whereas; at its fl.leetirig on .29. October 1990, the .Council announced its objective of 
.stabilizing  total C02  enussions  by .  2000 .  at  the  1990 ·level  iil the Community  as  ,· . 
a whole;  . ·  ·  ·  · 
1  4  ... ·Whereas a mecham~m  for monitorfug-C02 and 9ther gr~nhouse gas emissiqns was 
·  established-by Council Decision 93/389/EEC13;  ·  ·  ·  · 
..  ( 
:,  ~  . ' 





increase by about. 3% between 1995 and  2000~ assuming normal economic growth; 
whereas it is, therefore,. essential to adopt additional measW-es;  .  :  .  ~  . 
. '  .. 
'  '  .  ' ..  ~  .  . 
13 
/  oiNoL 167, 9.7.1993;p. Jl. 
."<'. 
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·,, · 6.  Whereas,  at its  meeting  on 25. and  26 June  1996, ·the Council  noted  that· in  the 
framework of negotiations  seeking a  protocol  according  to the  Berlin  Mandat~,' 
·the Second Assessment Report.. of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
· (SAR lPCC) had concluded that the balance of evidence suggests that there is  a· 
discernible human influence on global climate change ·and .had stressed· the need for 
urgent  action  at  the  widest  possible  leve~  noted  that  significant  "rio-regrets" 
. opportUnities  were  available  and  reques~ed the · Commission  to  identifY  which 
measures have to be taken at Community lev:el;  ·  . 
.  '  .  .  \  '  .  . 
7.  Whereas  with  the Green  Paper  of 11 January 199514 . and  the  White  Paper  of 
lJ:December 199515· the Commission  communicated  to the European Pariiament 
and tile Council its vieWs on the futtire of energy policy in the Community and on 
the role that renewable energy sources should play; · 
· 8.  Whereas ifi its Resolution of 4 July 199616  the  Europ~  Parliament  calls .on the 
Commission·  f()  ·implement  a  Community  action  plan  ·.  to  promote  renewable 
energy sourt;:es; . 
9.  Whereas· 'with the  Green  Paper· of  20  November.  199617,  Energy  for  the 
F:uture: Renewable  S~mrces of Energy,  the Commission· started  a process for  the 
development · and  further  implem~ntation  of a  ComiltUnity  Strategy  and  an 
Action Plan on Renewable Energy Sources (RES); 
10.  Whereas iii its  R~solution. of 14 Novembe~  ·199618  on. the  White  P~per of the. 
Commission "An  En~rgy Policy. for the European Union" the Europeari Parliament 
. calls on the  Commission to establish  a  financial  programme  aimed  at .. promoting 
sustainable energy;  .  '  . 
.  .·  ,  I 
11,.  Whereas Article 130a of  the Treaty provides that the Community shall develop and, 
· pursue its actions leading to the strengthening of'its economic and scicial  cohesion · 
and  that,  in  particular,  it  shall.  aim  at  reducirig  disparities  between  the various 
regions  and  especially  the backwardness  of the  least~favoured regions;  whereas 
those actions cover inter alia the energy secjor; 
12.  · Wherea5 by Decision 93/500JEEC19 the Council adopted a  Community programme 
for  the promotion of  rene~able energy sources ''Altener" aimed at reducing C02 
·emissions· by  increasing  the  market  share  of renewable  energy  sources  and  its 
contribution to overall primary energy production in. the Community; whereas that 
I  13. 
14 
15 




.  ·programme ends on 31 .December. 1997;  ·  · 
Whereas the Community has recognized that the .Altener prograinme represents, an 
important element of  the Communit}' Strategy for reducing C02 emissions; 
. COM(94) 659 of  11 January 1995. · 
/ COM(95) 682 ofB December 1995. 
OJ No C 211, 22.7.1996, p. 27.  ' 
COM(96) 576 final of20 November 199?. 
·OJNoC367, 2,12.1996, p. 279: 
'OJ  No. L235, 18.9.1993, p. 41. .  I 
14.  WhereasEuropean Parliament and CounCil Decisiory No Ill  0/94fEC2°, as  amended . 
by· Decision No 616/96/EC21  ~ h'as established a fourth,  frat:ne\.vork  p~;ograriune for · 
.  r~search, technological development arid demonstratim1 projects;. whereas pol1cy iri 
.  the field  of  renewable  ~nergy.  sources is. an  important instrument for the use arid 
prpmotio~: of the. neW  eri.ergy ·technologies  that the framework·.pz:ogramme ·will . 
develqp;  whereas the  Al~ener :q:  .. p~ograriune is an  in~trum~t which.  complements  . 
that programme;  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
15.  :  . wher.eas. the increased use .of renewable.' energy  source~ will  have a positive  eff~ct 
.. both on~  the environment and on ~curity.  of energy supplies; wh,ereas a high degree 
ofintemational cooperation is desirable.to·achieve th~·best results;  . 
'  '  . '•,  .-.  '  .  .  '  .  .  '  '  '  .  .  .  '  ·. 
16.  Whereas a strengthened Altener·n pro~e  represents an essential instrument for 
developmg the potential ofrenewable energy ~ources;  ·.  · 
'.  '  .·I'  ·, 
17.  .  Whereas in implementing the programme, there should be :close  c~ope~ation With ·  .· 
· other.  Comirtunity_  actions. · and  progranunes  .  atso  concem~d  with  promoting 
. renewable energy source·s;:  · 
. 18.  Wherea~ it  .is _politicatly  and  ecort~micaily  desirable ib  open.  the  Altener. IL  . 
..  progni.nUne to the associated :Centrai and Eastern European countries in accordanCe 
with the· conclusions of the European .  Council meeting in· Copenhagen :on 21· and 
·  22  Jurie 1993, and as outlined in the communication on  this subject presented to the 
· Council by the Commi~sion·  in May 1994, and also to Cyprus~  .  ·  ·  ·  ·  \ 
.  '  .  ,  '  '  '  ..  ,.  '  .  .  . . 
·I 
·'  .  \  .  ... 
Article 1  r,  . 
> . 
1.  A  five-:-year  pr~gramme of mea:sures  and  actionsto  promote  renewable~  . energy . 
. SOI,lfCeS . in  the . Community,  called . Altener . iL  . hereinafter  referred ..  to . as. 
':the programme" is hereby established. 
..  20 
.21 
.  . 
The objectives of  th¢ programme shall be to: ·  ... 
. (a)  help create the necessary conditions  fo~ the· implementation  of~  Comm~nity . 
action . plan  for · renewable  energy · sources,  •. an(,i  in  particular.· the . legal,  · ·. 
socio~economic and.administrative conditions; and to  .  . 
,  ,'  .:  '  ,  I ..  I,  ,  .  •  .  ,  '  . 
. _  · (b)  encourage private and public' investments in the production' and use of  energy 
.  'from renewable sources.  ·  · 
:; 
OJ No Ll2~, 18.5.1994, p:  1. 
·.  OJ NoL 86, ·4.4.1996,,p. -69. 
'!  ") 
. .;_26  ' 
':·· 
.  ·.  ( 
.. ,  ·, The  objectives  contribute  to  achieving  the  overall  Community  objectives . and 
,concerns· of limiting  C02·  ·em1ssions~  increa.sing  the  share  of renewable.· energy 
sources: in  the energy· balance,  reducing  energy,· import  dependence,  ensuring  the 
seq.~rity of energy  supply,  and  fostering  economic  development,  economic  and 
social cohesion and regional. and local development. 
· ~2.  ·  Comniunity  finan.dal  support  shall  be granted  under  the  programme  for· actions, 
~eeting  the objectives set out· in paragraph 1. 
·  3.  .  The  annual  appropriations  for· the.  implementation  of the  programme  shall  be 
authorized by the. budget· authority within the limits of  the financial perspectives: 
Article 2 · · 
1.  The following  actions. and  meaSures  relating to ·renewable .  energy sources ·shall  be. 
finari.ced under the·programrrie:· 
(a)  studies and-other actions, intended to implement and complement Community 
measures taken to develop the potential of renewable energy sources.  These 
include the development of  sectoral. and market strategies, the development of 
norms  and·· standards, .  grouped  procUrement ·and  the. analysis  of the  legal,· 
socio-economic and adtriinistrative conditions which are. more favourable to 
the  market  penetration  of  renewab~e ·  e~ergies  and  the  preparation  of 
appropriate legislation;  ·  · 
.(~)  I  pilot actions aimed at aeating.or extending infrastructures ci.nd  instn.im~nts for 
the development of  renewable energy sources in:  ·  · 
(c) 
(d) 
.\  -. 
, 
local and regional planning, 
. the .tools for pianning, design and evaluatioti; 
new financiai arid market instruments, 
information, 
education and training; 
·. 
measures  proposed  by  the  Commission·  to  encourage  the ·exchange  of 
'·  ·experience  and  know-how  aimed  at· impt:oving ·coordination  between 
international, Comniunity, national, regional. and local.activities; establishment. 
of a centralized system for collecting, prioritizing and circulating information . 
and know-how on renewable energy sources; 
.  .  ' 
measures to encounme the exchange of experience and know-how, proposed 
by an entity other t~  the Commission; ·  · 
(e)  . targeted  actionS.  facilitating  the  market  penetration . of renewable  energy 
sotirces  and  encouraging  investment,.  by  assisting  the  preparation  and 





..  (f)  ·  actiop.s intended to:  · 
monitor the iniplementation-of  the Community strategy and action. plan 
.·  fo,r the development of  renewable energy sources; ·  ... 
-s~pp~rt initiatives  t~en in  iinplementing the  Action,Pl~ partieularly  ·' 
with  a  view  to promoting  better  coordination  and . greater  s)rnergy 
.l?etween. actions,· including aU, Community funded aCtivities; ·  . .  · 
.. ---
monitor the progress achiev~  by the .Community and its Mell1ber States.· 
With regard to the_ d~yelopinent of  ren~wable energy· sources; 
evaluate the impact and cost effectiveness· of  measures undertaken under 
· · this  prograffime. ·This  evaluation · shall  also  take ·into  account  the 
· environinental and  so~ial aspects . 
. · 2.  The aim  ~fthe  .targeted actions referred ·.to· in point (e) of  par~graph I.  i~ to facilitate 
. and accelei:ate investment in•new'  oper~tional capacity for the production of.energy 
from  renewable  sources  by  providmg  fina!lcial-; support.  in  order  to' reduce' the 
peripheral· and  seTvice  costs 'of-renewable energy projects,· and thus· overcome the 
J. 
rion-technic8I obstacles pres~nt. .  .·  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
This a¢tion shall promote, inter alia: access to speciatized advice,  ~alysis  of.~ket  . 
·prospects, choice Ofiocatiori of  projects, application for construction and operation. 
permits~ establishment of  financing plllll, preparation of  calls for tenders, training· of 
operators, and plant commissioning.  ·.  - .  :.  ~  .  . .  .  ..  ~  ~ ·,  .  '  .·  ·.  .  . ' . ' 
,·The. targeted' actions ·shall concemproj-~s  carried-~uti~ the foll~~g  areas: 
-·  'bio~s. ·.including  •:energy_  crop's:  'fire.  wood,·. residues  .from  'fore~ry 
' and agricriliure,'municipal waste, liquid biofuels:and biogas; 
.  . thermal and photovoltaic .solar systems; 
..  . . pa~sive c¢d acti~e  sol~system~  in  building~; . 
small scale(< 10 Mw)  hydroelectric projects;. 
· wind power; 
g.eothemial energy_ 
Artit:le 3 
L  ·  . All costs relating tp the actions and measures referred to in points·. (a), (c) and (f) of 
Article 2(1)'slta11 be borne by the Community.  ·  ·  ·  · ·  · 
2.  The level offunding under this programme for the a'~tions and me'asures referred-to .  · 
in poirits (b) and  (d) of-Article 2(1) ,may not exceed 50% oftheir total cost, the  . 
' balance being inade up  from .either public  or private ,sources' or a combination of ' .·· 
thetwo.  ·· 
28 
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,'., 3.  The level of  funding under thjs programme for the actions and measures referred to 
in  Article  2(e) shall  be  ~stablished annually  for  each  of the  targeted  actions in 
accordance .with Article 4(2). 
Article 4 
1.  The Commission shall be responsible for the implementation of  the wogramme. 
2.  Th~ conditions ·and guidelines' applicable, to funding for the  a~ions and  measures 
referred to in Article 2(l).~hall be defined annually, regard being had to:  · 
(a)  · the  prioriti~s set  out  by  the  Community  and  the Member  States  in  their  · 




·criteria relating to the profitability  and  development  potential· of renewable 
energy  sources  and·  their effects· on emplo}1nent ·and  the  environment,  in 
particular the reductio~ of  ~02  emissions; 
for the actions referred' to in point (e) of  Article 2(  1  ), the relative cost of  the 
assistance;, the new 'productio~ capacity expected to  aris~· and the extent of 
·  traitsregional and/or transnational benefits;  · 
the .  principles  established  in  Article  92  of the  Treaty  and  the  relevant 
.  Community guidelines on State aid for enviroruilent:al protection  .. 
The' Committee referred to in Article 5 shall assist th~ Commission in defining the~e ' 
..  conditions_ and guidelines.  ·  · 
Article 5 
The Commission shaU be assisted by an advisory committee composed of  representatives 
. of  the Member States and chaired by the representative of  the Comlnission. 
The representative of the  Commission  shall  submit  to  the  committee  a· dr8ft  of the 
measures  to be taken.  The oommittee  shall ·deliver its  opinion  on the draft,  within. a 
tiffi~-limit which the cliai~an may lay down according· to the urgency of  -the  matter, if 
necessary by taking 'a vote.  '  ' ''  .  '  '  ''  '  ' 
The 'opiirlon shaii be recorded.it1 the minutes: in addition; each Member State shall have 
·the right to ask to have its position recorded in the nunutes. 
'  .  ' 
The Commission shall take the utmost account of  the opinion delivered by the committee. ·  · 
It shall  inform  the  committee  of the  manner  in  which  its  opinion  has  been  taken 
· into account. 
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.·  l,  . 
. I. 
ArtiCle 6 
During the .second. year. of  the. programme, the Commission shall present a  report  . 
to  ·the Europea,n Parliament, the Coum~il, the Economic and Social Committee and 
~ the Committee· pf. the Regions,  on _the  measures  taken ·to  promote  renewable . 
.  energy sources at :_the  level· of the Community. and '·of the. Memb~r  ·States,  with . 
·.  reference in· partkular to t~e  ·objectives set  qut ·in Article  1.  This  report shall be· 
accompanied by proposals for any  amendmen~s  ~o .  the prograinm:e which may be 
necessary in the light of  tpose results.  . ·  ·  ,  ·  ·  -
2.  On. expiry; of the  programme, the Commission  shall  assess  the  restilts . obtained 
from  the _application··  of this  Decision .  and · the  ·consistency- of . national  and c 
Con1munity actions  ... It shall  present  a 'i-eport  th~reon to the .  European Parliament, · 
the  Counc.il,  the  .  Economic  anq  SoCial.  ·Committee  and  the  Committee  of 
the Regions  .. 
. Articl~ 7 ·-
The programme shall be open to participation by associated Central and Eastern European : 
Countries  (CEEC)  in  accordance  with  the  conditions,- inCluding  financial  proVisions,, 
1aid ·  do:wn  in  the · additional  pfotocols .  to  the . AssO.ciation ·  Agreements~  or  in  the. 
Association Agreements themselves, relating.to participation in Comiriunity programmc:;s. 
The programm~ shall also be· open to participation by Cyprus· on the basis ·ofadditional 
' 'appropriationS,  under the  same  rules  as. those _applied  to  EFTAIEEA  countries, .-in 
•  ·accordance with procedures to be agreed with those countries.  ·  ·  · 
,..  . ,'  '  ;  .  .  .  . .  .  '  .. 
. _Article 8  · 
ThisDecision shall apply from 1 Jetpu~  1998 to,31 December 2002_. . 
.  · . '  .. 
.  .  A~icle9 · 
· ·This Decision is addressed to the-Member States.  -
/  . 
D6ne at Brussels; · 
"-
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.  .. 
· For the Council 
· The Presiderit 
·~.  ' 
: Ill. FINANCIAL STATEMENT . 
1.  TITLE OF THE ACTION 
Proposal for a  Council Decision concerning a multiannual  pro~amme  for the promotiQn  · 
otrenewable energy sources in the Community (Altener II) 
2.  BUDGET HEADING CONCERNED 
84.1030 
1\  • 
3.  LEGAL BASIS 
Council Decision 93/500/CEE of 13  Septe~ber 1993 (OJ No L 235, 18.9.1993, p. 41). 
Altener I progranune~ 
~~eat!:~;.~  for a CM:cil~ 
4.1  Aim of the action1'  ·  · 
The Commission considersthat a continuation of  the Altener programme is necessary. It 
· makes an essential contribution to an increased use of environmentally friendly renewable 
~~ergies and Is an import  an(  part' of the Community's strategy to ·reduce C02 emissions. 
This obj~ctive is in conformity with Articl~s por  and 130s ofthe Treaty._  -
Renewable energy's contribution to the primary energy ne~s  of  the European Collliriunity . 
·  .. is  p~esently jusi below· 6% and  amounts to about  70 Mtoe.  In its  Cortununication  on 
"Energy  for  the  Future:  Renewable  Energy  Sources.  Green  Paper  for  a  Commupity 
Strategy", the Commission proposes a significant increase in the use of  renew8bles for the 
year 2010. 
: The  purpose  of the. Aitener. programme  is  to  -~alee- a:  meanmgful  contribution  to the 
. achievement of this Community o_bjective.  Increased use of renewable  ~nergies will also 
contribute to social cohesion within the Community,  promote the valorization of local 
energies and accelerate the. penetration of  new energy technologies_ (many of  which have 
been developed with· Community funding) into ihe marketplace. · 
In the  light  of the  consideration ·mentioned  above,  the  Commission  is  proposing  a 
. ·continuation of  the Altener programme which-will embody many of  the recominendations. 
made by a team of  independent experts and the conclusions of  the Altener Conference as 
well  as  · the  experience  gained _ by  the  Commission  in  the  operation  of ..  the 
· Altener programme and other energy actions. 
4.2- PeriQd  covered-by the action· and methods plS:nned for its·renewal 
·.  - '  .  .  .  '  '  . 
The action lasts. in principle. five years from, 1 ~anuary 1998 to 31 December 2002. 
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·, · However, a more integrated approach to Community energy policy financial instruments 
is  preSen.tly  under consideration.  Should a  more global framework be adopted,· actions\ 
presented under this Altener Il  proposal will be integrated in this new approach.  . 
In the following  Financial  Statement,  only  the  finance  for ·  the first  two  Y.ears  of the 
five-year programnie is coQ.sidered, for the period 1 January 1998 to 31 December 1999, 
·which  falls  within  the  remaining  period  of  ~he  present  budgetary  perspectives  . 
. The financing for the· remaining period Will  be fiXed  once the new finaiicial perspectives 
are. defined. 
5..  CLASSIFICATION OF EXPENDITURE 
DNO/CD 
6.  TYPE OF EXPENDITURE/INCOME 
i 
The budget proposed for Altener II is ECU 30 million for the two first years after which. a 
further budget allocation shall be envisaged for the remaining three years. ' 
T.he budget for ·Aiiener I was originally ECU 40 million but the allocation was increased · 
by the end of  the programme to some ECU'43.5 million.  As shown ir;t  Table I,  76.5% of  · 
·.the total budget was spent in the years 1994,  1995 and 1996. Year  1993  hadiri practice 
only four months - the progriunme was _adopted on 18 September 1993 - and in  1997 the 
budget ·available is limited to ECU 5.2 iniilion. 
Table I 
AltC9-er I - Allocation of  funds . 
'  in  .million ECUs 
Altener pro~J<uume  Total Altener 
1993.  1994 
' 
3a Studies  0 892 
,.  0 611. 
Standards  - 0405 
3b Pilot projects  3913r  7 190 
3~ Information  0 194  1 004 
·3d Biomass  - 0 785  . 
'  network 
Total 
'  4 999  9  995 
Budget  5 000  10 000 
Allocation EEA · 
Total  5 000  10 000 
Indicative.  .  * 











1996'  .··  1997*  million  % 
.  ECU 
1320  0.380  5 119  .  11.8 ·. 
0454  0 400  1259  2.9 
6 005  2 700  28 785  .66.3 
1 245,  1 000  4 446  10.2 
l  031  ·0 800  3 837  '  8.8 
10 055  . 5 280  43 446  100.0 
10 000  5200  43 500. 
0 158  .  0 082  0 240  ' 
10 158**  5 282**  43 740** 
•.  l, Altener II will be composed of six types of actions and measures concerning renewable 
energy sources: 
A.  EXTENSION OF Ai  TENER I ACTIONS 
(a)  studies  and  other  actions  intended  to  implement  and  complement  Community 
. measures· taken  to  develop  the  potential  of renewable  energy  sources,  such  as 
s.ectoral and market strategies, the development of norms and standards,  grouped 
procurement and legislation; 
(b)  pilot actions aimed at creating or extending infrastructures and instruments for ·the 






local and regional planning, 
the tools for planning, design and evaluation, 
new financial and market instruments, 
information, 
education and training; 
measures proposed by the Commission to encourage exchanges of experience and 
knowhow;  establishment  of a  centralized  system  for  collecting  and  circulating 
information on renewable energy sources; 
measures  to encOurage,  exchange of experience and  knowhow  proposed by  an 
entity other than the Commission.  · 
NEW ACTIONS TO PROMOTE PENETRATION OF RENEW  ABLES 
targeted·· actions  facilitating  the  penetration  of renewable  energy  sources  and  · 
encouraging investment in the following areas: 
biomass,  including  energy  crops,  fire  wood,  residues  from  forestry  and 
agriculture, municipal waste22,  liquid bi9fuels and biogas, 
thermal and photovoltaic solar systems, 
passive and active solar systems in buildings, 
small scale hydroelectric projects, 
wind power, 
geothermal energy. 
Communication  from  the  Commission  on  the  review · of  the  Community  Strategy  for  · 
Waste Management  COM(96) 399 final of30 July 1996. 
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C.  NEW ACTIONS IMPLEMENTING THE COMMUNITY  RES STRATEGY  .  . 
·(f)  Actions intended to:  . 
· monitor the implementation of  the Community st,rategy and· action· plan for the 
development of  renewable energy sources~  .  . 
support initiatives taken to implement the Action Plan particularly. with a view 
to promotmg greater. synergy between actions~  .  .  ,  .  . 
. monitor the progress achieved by ~e  C<,>mmunity and its Member States with  · 
regard to the development of  renewable energy sources; 
. evaluate measures taken under this programme. 
Financial support will be: 
up to 100% for the expenses relating to the actions described in paragraphs (a)~ (c) 
and (f);: 
between 30% to 50% of  the total cost for actions described. iri paragraphs (b)  and 
(d), the remainder being borne by the Member States or by private comparues. 
The  level  of  financial  support  for  different  actions  under  Article  2e  .  will  be  · 
defined annually. · 
The  actions  selected· will  enter urider  an  indicative  prograrrime  with  annual  fixing  of 
· priorities and guidelines.  · 
Annual guidelines will  be submitted for  opinion to an advisory conirilittee made up of  · 
representatives of  the Member States.  .  · 
Any financing will be the subject of a, contract between the Comniission and the person  L 
f{;~ponsible·or the coordinator of  the financed· action.  ' 
7.  ..  FINANCIAL CQ,NSEQUENCE 
. The annual appropriations for the implementation of the 'programme shall. be established · 
· by the budget authority within t~e limits of  the financial  perspectives~ The amount will be 
· fixed ~ually  by the budgetary Authority.·  · 
.  I 
T~e  proposed indicative budget is ECU 30 ~on  for the first two years  .. The financing of 
the remaining period will be fixed once the neW' financial perspectives are defined. 
7.1  Method of  calculating total cost of  operation (definition of unit cost) 
The following detailed' breakdown and explanation by action indicate how the total cost of 
the operation has been calculated.  .  ·  ·  .  · 
Actions under Article 2(a) Implementing and complementing CommunitY measures 
'  taken to develop the potential of  RES 
Sectoral studies:  the past average cost has been taken as basis considering, however, that. 
all the studies have now to include alll5 Member States. In I998/99.the market strategies. 
will include  "biogas'~ and "hydro". 
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'  /  ;· Background  for  harmonization:  same  approach  as  for  sectoral· studies  - in  1998/99 
. harmonization of  authorizations procedures and conditions for the connexion to the grid  .. 
Standards: the past average cost ~.  ECU 500 000/mandate - in 1998/99 continuing PV and 
· wind,  biodiesel; biogas.  ·  · 
Breakdown  ;  1998·  1999  2000  2001  2002 
Article 2(a) Implementing and complementing Community measures taken to develop the potential 
of  RES 
.  '  . 
* Studies on sectoral and market  500 000  500 000  p.m  p.m.  -
strategies 
*  Background for harmonization  1 000 000  500 000  p.m.  Q.m. 
* Development of  norms and  500 000  1000 000  p.m.  p.m. 
standards 
Subtotal ArtiCle 2(a)  2 000 000  2 000 000  p.m.  p.m. 
\ 
· Actions  under Article 2(b)  infrastructures and instruments for  the development 
ofRES  ·  ' 
Infrastructures and planning:  1998/99 at least one project for ten countries and two for 
five countries  in  the  three  types  of  infrastructures.  Past  average  cost  around 
ECU 100 000. 
( 
In pla.nnip.g the ceiling is ECU 150 000. · 
Breakdown  1998  . 1999  2000  2001 
Article 2(b) Actions on  infrastructures and instruments for the develo_pment of  RES 
* Local and regional planning  1500 000  1600 000  p.m.  p.m. 
*  Projects developing tools for  p.m.  p.m. 
planning, design: assessment and · 
evaluation  ,  1 000 000  1 100 000 
* Projects on new financial and  p.m.  p.m. 
· maf,ket instruments  1 000 000  1 100 000 
* Development of  infrastructures  on  - p.m.  p.m. 
. information, and education  and 
training programmes  1 000 000  1 100 000 
Subtotal Article 2(b)  4 500 000  4900000  p.m.  p.m. 
Actions ~nder  Article 2(c)- Dissemination of  information 
Community events and publications: Four contractors meeting on infrastructures and two 
on sectoral items per year.at the past average cost ofECU 65 000. Promotional expenses 
(fact-sheets, br~chures, etc.) average cost of  around ECU 100 000 per year. 
· Temperar)r networks for specific  tasks:  In Altener I  the three biomass nehvorks were · 
financed at 30% and the cost was ECU 1.2 million in 1995 and ECU 1 million in 1996. 
· In 1998 to  1999,  only the running of two networks per year has  been scheduled at an 











p_.m. .  'i· 
Centralized  system  for  collecting  and  circulating  information  (creation of WEB  .. site): 
Being a new action,. ·estimated costs have been calculated from the experience of  the EnR 
,  network ori. collecting and processing information from Member States for t\.ltener and its 
cost  (ECU 200 000  per  year)~  and  ·extrapolating  taken  into · account  the  increase  of 
countries, tasks and items to be included. 
-
Breakdown  1998  1999  2000  2001' 
Article 2(  c) Dissemination of  information 
* Community events and  500 000  500000  . p.m  .. 
'  '  p.m. 
publications  ·  ' 
*Temporary networks for specific  500 000  500 000  p.m.  p.m. 
tasks on.biomass, waste, liquid, 
biofuels, solar thermal, solar PV, 
' 
buildings, etc  ..  , 
*  Centralized system for collecting  . 500 000  500 000  p.m ..  p.m. 
and circulating information  ·  ' 
Subtotal Article 2(  c) 
..  1 500 000  1500.000  . p.m  .  p.m  . 
Actions under Articie 2(d)- Co-financed dissemination of  information 
, Support  to  national. · regional  and  ·local  information  actions  in  collaboration  with 
. Member States.  etc.'·:  Support to at least'.two  country events  per year at ECU 30 000 
(50% funding) with special relevance in 1998 when Iau.nching the pro?Tamnie  .. 
'  ~.  ~.  ' 
Support to  existing. ne~orks  .. associations  and  other  actions:  Almost  each .  industrial 
sectoral association or federatio.n held one event per year and, for some of  them, a world 
event every.two yeats.  Financial support  .. could be from ECU 30 000. to .ECU 100 000. 
Support to newsletters or information actions also could be given.  · 
,I  •. 
Breakdown 
·,  1998  1999,  2000  2001 
Article 2(  d) - Co~fmanced dissemination of  information 
:*'Support to national, regioruu and  1000 000  900 000  p.in.- p.m.· 
local information actions in  '. 
collaboration with  Member States 
local  ~uthorities,  ... inCluding EEA, 
CEEC, Cyprus, 
/ 
.*  Support to existing netWorks,  500 000  400 000 
\ 
p.m.  p.m. 
· associations, and otner actors· 










iJ  .. m. 
. 
p.m. 
.  p·:m. ~ 
Actions under Article 2(e)-- Targeted ·actions promoting  the penetration of RES 
and  encouraging investment through a leverage effect 
The financing will be for peripheral activities assisting the penetration of renewables and 
facilitating  investments.  The  amounts  proposed  for  this  action  have  been  based . on 
discussions with industry taking into account projections of development of the different 
sectors ·and the estimations of the varying  peripheral costs from  industry. 'The type of 
contribution  from  t~ Prognimme  · to  these  peripheral  costs  will  be  defined  by  the 
Commission during the call for tenders. 
Breakdown  1998  1999  2000  2001  2002 
Article  2(  e)  Targeted  actions  promoting  the  penetration  of RES  facilitating  and  speeding  up 
investment 
* Launching annual calls for  100 000  100000  p.m.  p.m. 
tender/proposals and  modifications  I 
or reorientations 
* Targeted actions:  p.m  p.m. 
- Area 1: biomass, biogas, biofuels  1000000  1000000 
-Area 2: solar thennal and PV  750 000  1 000 000 
- Area 3: solar in buildings  500 000  1000000 
- Area 4: small hydro  500 000  500000 
- Area 5: wind  500 000  500 000 
- Area 6: geothermal  250 000  300 000 
Subtotal ArtiCle 2_(e)_  3 600 000  4400000  p.m.  p.m. 
Actions  under Article- 2(t) Implementation of the Community _RES  strategy and 
. ·.  action plan 
Monitoring of  Member States and Community strategy measures: sl.lfVey  on action plan 
progress:  Monitoring mechanisms have to be built up on a progressive basis based on 
national  institutions  (Energy  agencies)  for  which  the  cost  could  be  estimated  at 
ECU 200 000-300 000 per year. Surveys are calculated on a ECU 10 000 per country and 
year basis. 
Support  of initiatives  under  the  Action  Plan:  The  costs  are  calculated  on  average 
ECU 1.5 000 per country per year, with a coordinating organizational cost ofECU 25 000 
per year  . 
.  f 
Monitoring  progress  in  the  Community  and  in  Member  States  with  regard  to  the 
development  of RES:  Surveys  for  statistical  purposes  have  been  calculated  by  the 





I · Ongoing evaluation and follow-up of  the programme: The costs are ~alculated. on average 
ECU 15 000 per  .country per year, with a coordinating organizational cost of  ECU 25 000 
.per year. 
Breakdown  1998  1999  2000'  2001· 
Article 2(£) Implementing Community strategy and action plan for the development of  RES 
*  Monitoring of  Member States .and  500 000  '500 000  p.m.  p.m. 
Community strategy  measures;  ~ 
survey on action  plan progres~  ' 
·I 
* Support of  initiatives taken to .  250 000  450 000  . p.m.  p.m. 
implement the Actiori.Plan  .· 
particularly with a view to  : 
· promoting greater synergy  between 
~·· 
actions.  :  . 
*  Monitoring progress on RES in  the  3~00 000'  300 000  p.m.  p.m.-
_Community, in  Member States  - '. 
and associated  countries; statistics 
* Ongoing evaluation and follow..:tip  '  250 000  250000  p.m.  p.m. 









'' 7  .2.  Breakdown by elements of  the action 
Table II  Indicative-amounts in ECU 
Breakdown  1998  1999 
1Article2(a) Implementing and complementing 
~ommunity  measures taken to develop the  2 000 000  2 000 ooc 
potential of  RES. 
1Article2(b) Actions on infrastructures ·and 
·  ristruments for the development of  RES  4 500 000  4 900 ooc 
~icle2(  c) Dissemination of  information  1 500 000  1 500 000 
!Article2(d) Co-financed dissemination of  1 ~00 000  1 300 ooc 
nformation  ' 
1Article2(e) Targeted actions for the penetration 
pf  RES aimed at speeding up investment 
hrough leverage effect·  . 3 600 000  4 400 ooc 
1Article2(t)- Monitoring of  Member States and  < 
~orrimunity strategy and action plan for the  .  500 000  500 000. 
k!_evelopment of  RES and Survey of  progress 
1-Support of  initiatives taken to implement the 
Action Plan  250 000  450 000 
Monitoring progress in the Community and in 
. Member States  with regard to-the 
development of  RES  300 000  300 000 
1- Ong<;>ing evaluation and follow-up of 
the_programme  250 000  250 000 
Subtotal Article 2(1)  1 300 000  1 500 000 
rrotal 
.•  '  14 400 000  15 600 000 
. 7  .3.  Operating expenses for studies, experts, ~eetings, etc. included in part B 
Table ill 
in million ECU 
Ventilation  Budget 
-Studies (specified actions under Article 2(a)  *)  ./. 
.  .. 
- Expert meeting and evaluators (for actions under  .. 
Article 2(a,) (b), (e) and (f)  1.4 
- Conferences and congresses (specified  actions  under·. 
Article 2(c) and (d).  *)'  ./. 
- Information and publication (specified action under 
Article 2(c) and (d)  *)  ./.  . 
TOTAL  '·  1.4  : 
*)  Included in the budget of  the prog~:amme. 
39 8.  ANTI-FRAUD  -MEASURES  FORESEEN- (AND  THE  RESULT  OF  _ 
THEIR OPERATION)---
- '  .  .  .  '  . .  '  .  '·  . 
_- The  contracts undertaken  are  paid  on the_ ):)asis  of real  expenditure __ (except- for· stu:dy 
-- expenses which are flat-rate and  paid ori  the basis of the accepted re8ults).  The larger 
·- share  of the  costs  associated .  ·with- the _  Altener projects  are  not  associated  _with. 
-investments, therefore in most cases .ate paid on the basis of  the accepted results. 
9.  - ELEMENTS ()FA COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS-
9.1 -- Specific , objectives  of  the _  action  to .:be  taken  under -Altener  ll  -a\nd 
-- -target pop~lation 
The  Community shall  implement  a  :five-year  programme- of measUres  ~d actions ,  to 
promote renewable energy sources in-the Community.  The objectives of  this programme 
shall be to: 
40 Specific Obiectives  Means.  Target Population 
hnplement and complement  Sectoral market strategies  Decision makers, industry, promoters 
Community measures to develop the 
P<ltential of  RES ·  '  ·  ·  ·  · 
Harmonization in'the RES matket  Development ofnorms and  Industry, producers, users 
'  ..  .  '  standards and harmonization of 
legal, soci~onom1c  and 
administrative conditions 
Increasing confidence and  _RES  National, regional and local  National, regional axid local authorities, 
market penetration and improving  .  planning  decision makers· 
the sectors global maturi!J and 
Development of  plannllig, design,  competitiveness by sup~>?~  J?ecision makers, promoters, industry, 




Development of  new financial and 
riwket instrume'ntS (TPF  -guarantee  . Financial institutions, promoters, 
of results)  ''  investors, producers,' users 
Information infrastructw'es  Decision makers, users 
..  Education and training  University and technical students, 
infrastructw'es.  retraining courses for workers, 
technicians, architects, engineers, 
schools, users  ' 
Increasing confidence and RES  Community, national and regional  Decision makerS, industry, promoters, 
market penetration by improving  events and publications  developers, producers, users 
dissemination and coordination 
between international, Community,' 
national, regional and local  T  emporaxy and specific networks ,  Promoters, developers 
' 
experiences and activities  for exchanging know-how  '. 
,,  Centralized system for collecting  International, national, regional and local 
and circulating information  authorities, policy and decision makers, 
industry, promoters,developers, 
producers, users 
Support to existing networks  Industry, producers and users 
associations 
.. 
Accelerate investment by increasing  Financial support for the assistance  Public and private promoters, investors, 
operational capacity for the ·  · to projects in order to reduce  producers and users 
production of  energy from RES  peripheral and service costs 
Implement Co~unity  RES strategy  Assesment of  Member States  and  Community institutions, Member States 
Community strategy measures and  authorities, policy and decision makers, 
surveys on action plan progress  industry, promoters, producers and uSers 
- Implementation of  the Action Plan, 
particularly With a view to 
promotitig synergy with other 
Community and Member States 
' 
actif?nS. 
-Monitoring of  progress in the 
Community and Member States 
41 ,. 
. 9.2  Justification.ofthe action 
~--
Costs 
If  we were to achieve a significant improvement in  th~ share of  RES in th~-gross internal-
energy  consumption,· the  $Upplementary ·.  investments  necessary  as· -estimated  in _  the-
TERES II report could be ECU 80 billion up to 2020. Financing of such a volume from 
the. budgets of the European Union and from the .Meml;>er  States is  excluded.  The only 
possibility is independent financing by all the economic operators acting in .  a Coinmunity 
framework.  The Commission. intervenes by  creating harmonized-marked conditions and 
supporting acti,ons where the additional, multiplier eifect  _is demonstrated objectively.  · 
·The expected results are:  -
,·  _.  .  .  .  .  .  .  '  .  .  .  ' 
Improvementjnthe quality of  RES in the-market~-·  , 
Increase in confidence of  promoters and investors in RES; 
Increase in confidence iil RES for users and consumers~ 
... Appropriate wlutions·related'to specific conditions arid adequate infrastructures; 
Adequate access to RES in the market; 
Implementation on large-scale RES projects; . 
- Effective monitoring of  RES strategies in place;· 
- _.  Better complem~tarity  between actions.  · 
9~3 ·Monitoring an~  evaluation or-tlie action · 
For the evaluation and the establishment of the criteria of selection· of-the projects;. the 
Colnmission will be. is assisted by an Advisory Committee compo~ed of  representatives of 
the ~ember States and national experts.  For the actions under Article 2(  e) a technical  · 
group arising from the Advisory Committe_ will meet annUally.  . 
Selected perfom1ance indicators: 
Global-indicators:-
;;;- the reduction of  C02 emissions;  . 
the increase of  the share .of renewable energies in the gross internal consumption of · 
the Comn:iunity;  ·  .  _  ·  _  .  · 
the increase of  the energy production capacity from renew~ble energies; 
-_  ·  $e  progress on ·the implementation of  the Community RES strategy and action plan 
. in the-EC and in Member States.  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
. Specific indicators: 
the number of  norms-arid standards developed (Article 2a); 
the number and extenf of finailciaJ. and market instruments that inctease oonfide~ce 
(Article ~(a) and (b)); 
· the  number · arid  extent  of disserriination  products  and  activities  that  increase' 
confidence (Article 2(c) and (d));  _  · 
, the number and type of  infrastructUres operating (ArtiCle 2(b)) (by· survey); 
the number ~d  extent of  local, regional and national plans (Article 2(b  )) ; 
42 the extent and target groups attained by the promotion campaigns or information 
activities (Article 2(c) and (d)) (by survey);  · 
the new capacities installed (Article 2(e)) (see Table IV); · 
...  the rate ofsucces~ in targeted projects (Article 2(e)); 
the rate ofSMEs involved in the projects (Article 2(e)); 
...  ~fi¢ measures implementated in Member States (Article 2(f)); 
A monitoring system will be designed which will indicate how data on the listed indicators 
- will be gathered and how the results wi,tt be reported.  ·  ·  · 
Table.IV 
Type ofRES  Total estimated  Est~  a ted  Total  Estimated 
cost per unit  new  Investment ·  Peripheral 
new capacity  CapaCity  Needed  Cost 
ECU/KW ·  MW  millionECU  million ECU 
Biomass  ·- 500  360  180  18 
SolarPV  6000  ·s  30  6 
Solar Thermo-ellect  1600  3,1  5  1 
Solar thermal·  200  350  70  7 
Solar buildings  100  400  40.  8 
SHP  1200  .13.3  16  4 
Wind  800  33.3  25  4 
Geothermal  l  000  20·  20  2 
Total·  1 184.7  386  50 
Methods and periodicity ofthe evaltlation envisaged. 
The  Commission  continuously  assesses  the  development  of renewable  energy  in  the 
Member States and submits a report periodically to Council and Parliament. 
· In ·addition,  the  Commission  will  make  continuous  reports  to  the  Altener Advisory 
Committee which is made up of representatives of the Member States· and which meets 
four times a year. 
.  .  . 
The Cominission engaged a team of  independent consUltants to carry out an evaluation of 
· the Altener I programme. The new Altener.  II programme comprises a large number of 
the recommendations proposed by this group of  experts. The Commission also established 
a report on the results achieved· at the end of  the third year of  the Altener  programme, 
.  This  report  will  be  forwarded  to . the  Council  and  to  the  European  Parliament;· in 
accordance With Article 8 of  the Council Decision of  13  September 1993 (93/500/E.E;C). · 
During the second year of  Altener  II, an evaluation on the programme will be. initiated so  · 
that an interim repprt on the results achieved can be presented before a new budgetaiy 




. 10.  ADMINISTRATIVE INCIDENCE  ..  , 
the effective mobilization of the necessary administrative resources will  r~sult fro~ the 
annual Commission· Decision pertaining_ to the allocation of  resources, taking account of,. 
in particular, .  manpower and the additional amounts which will 'have beeri granted. by the . 
.  Budgetary· Authority.  ·  ·  · 
·,: :~·';~>. '· 
., 
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,;·  ..... _·~.:. IV  ..  IMPACT REPORT ON THE SMEs AND EMPLOYMENT 
1.  Admi~strative  obligations arising from the application of  legislation_ to companies 
There will be an applica~ion  procedur~ to obtain financi~ support. . 
2.  Advantages for companies. · 
Yes. 
The renewable energy sources developed· by the companies,  bodies  and  the 
agencies of  the Member States, are indigenous resources aD:d ·are not affected 
by price fluctuations on  imported fuels;  they provide a stabilising effect on 
energy- cost  .. In many cases this leads to a reduction in  production costs and a 
consequent  increase  in · industrial  competitiveness.  Where  the . use  of 
· renewables  · requires  limited  financial  resources  SMEs  could 
benefit additionally. 
The  proposed measures  provide  additional  support  to the. inithtives which 
have  been  developed  by . the  research,  development  and  demonstration 
programmes of  the European Community and by the national programmes of 
the Member States.  -
Strong  international  cooperation  With  third  countries  is  stimulated. · The 
programme  will  be  open  to  EEA  and  the  Associated  CEECs,  Cyprus 
and Malta_. 
.  .  . 
Most of  Alt~mer contrac,tors are SMEs and will benefit from the programme. 
.  . 
·  3.  Effects on employment_ 
Positive,  owing to the fact. that an  increased production of indigenous energy by 
renewables will correspondingly decrease imports of  fossil fuels from third countries 
and  consequently create new jobs in  the  Community.  Renewable  energy  sources 
favour mainly small and medium-sized industry and skilled workers as in the same 
time create and/or secure jobs. 
Investments in tenewables can produce targeted benefits of  income and. employment 
to rural, areas.  · 
4.  Was there a preliminary cooperation with the social partners? 
No. , 5.  Is there a l~ss.  re~trictive alternative approach? 
No. 
The only  alternativ~  .  would be to have no  programme_ or only. a .recommendatim} 
. .  without financial support, which at a period when the level ofenergy prices does not 
constitUte an incentive for the development of  renewables, would not lea~ to actions 
which would benefit  Sills, and  reduce· C02 emissions.  No Comniuruty  initiative 
· wouid only handicap the SMEs and .result in a  lack of  action.  .  -. 
.  .  - .  .  ' 
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